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Teachers 'Notes
Introduction

1. A Basic Instant Lesson

This book is called Instant Grammar Lessons and it can be used in exactly that way. Here is a
very simple, straightforward way to create immediate lessons:

l. Copy a page of the book (1 copy per student).

2. Give out the pages.

3. Let the students complete the exercise.

4. Correct the work in class.

5. If you wish, copy and distribute for

homework or extra practice the follow-up

exercise which is available for each unit.

That's it - an instant grammar lesson. But lnstant Grammar Lessons has been designed to be
used much more imaginatively than the above absolutely instant lesson. Each unit has been
carefully designed to provide classroom practice which is:

interactive spontaneous lively learner-centred
Used in this wa¡ it wil l be much more effective in helping learners use, practise and, most
importantl¡ retain the target language. To get these additional benefits, teachers need to spend
a short t ime preparing the worksheets and explaining to the class the basic interactive
methodology which will ensure learners get m¿lximum benefit from their class tirne. This is
developed in Section 4 of these notes.

2. The Contents

lnstant Grammar Lessons contains:

32 units of photocopiable classroom materials to activate essential grammar

Follow-up grammar homework for each lesson to consolidate rarget structures

Full teachers' instructions and answer key

:. ,-. ,.¡r



The lessons are grouped into five sections:

Section 1: Sequencing Activities
Learners work together to reconstruct narratives, compositions and letters, using link words
and phrases to help them. In some cases they also have to make choices of tense and
grammaticalise the sentences before they put them in order.

Section 2: Matching Activities
Learners read out sentence heads and tails to each other and try to reach agreement on
possible and probable matches. Learners practise combining words into word partnerships
and clauses into sentences.

Section 3: Rephrasing Activities
Learners reformulate sentences using important grammar patterns such as modal and
reporting verbs.

Section 4: Completion Activities
Learners use both real-world knowledge and structural awareness to complete sentences
logically and grammatically. Acceptabil ity of the completed sentences is negotiated within the
grou p.

Section 5: Dictation Activities
Learners listen to the teacher or a partner reading out sentences which contain important
word partnerships. They note down important partnerships. Areas covered include common
verbs such as do, haue, and take, phrasal verbs and prepositional phrases.

3. A Broader View of Grammar

Instant Grammar Lessons covers all the essential areas of grammar at an intermediate and
post-intermediate level. This makes it the ideal supplement to a Cambridge First Certificate or
similar course. Target structures include:

past & present tenses
future forms

modal verbs

condi t ionals
reported speech

the passive

But not all the grammar an intermediate learner needs is about sentence formation. \Word

grammar, the abil ity to build natural phrases and expressions from known words, is also
extremely important. So too is discourse grammar, an awareness of how sentences are linked
together into paragraphs and whole texts.
\ülord and discourse grammar focused on in Instant Grammar Lessons include: :

word partnerships or collocations: balanced diet, fatal accident
common verbs used in many word partnerships: have and get, give and take
contextualized phrasal verbs: look forward to (an event), get over (a bad experience)
reporting verbs and their grammar: agree that, d,oubt uhether, ask about
prepositional phrases: at f irst, in particular, on purpose

sequencing and linking expressions: after a while, a few weeks before, on the whole
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4. An lnteractive Lesson

The materials in Instant Grammar Lessons are designed to be used in class so that the
grammar practice is based on livel¡ spontaneous, oral activit ies. In every case, this is then
consolidated by extra written practice with new examples of the same grammar point. This
extra practice provides instant homework. It also ensures that learners have a permanent
record and clear idea of what they have learned in each lesson.

1. Make copies of the photocopiable pages with the target language. Most of these
pages are designed to be cut up into strips, cards etc.

2. Prepare a suitable number of strips or cards for your class.
3. Put learners into small groups of 2-5 learners; sometimes the number of groups (for

exarnple an even number of groups) is important. The Lesson Notes give detailed
suggestions.

4. Explain that, in most cases, the learners are given strips or cards which contain part
of something-part of a letter, a sentence, and so on. Their task is to reconstruct,
match or complete a whole, using the language on their strip or card and their
knowledge of grarnmar.

5. In most cases, individual learners read out what is on their card and others respond
spont¿lneously orally by contributing suggestions. These suggestions are based on
either their own card, or suggestions for appropriate language based on their
knowledge of grammar. The most important part of the practice is the process of
suggesting, guessing, and revising the suggestions to take account of other suggestions.
These suggestions, guesses (right and wrong), and revisions of the suggestions are
more valuable to the learners than the more obvious target of "getting the right
answer". The teacher monitors the activit¡ without helping or correcting at this
stage.

6. Learners agree on a "best suggestion"-- the most l ikely order, the best completions or
whatever. These are reviewed as a whole class activity.

7. The teacher gives feedback and any extra information.
8. The follow-up worksheet can be copied and distributed, one per student,, as written

consolidation, a permanent record, or homework.

5. Practical Tips

Working in Groups
Instant Grammar Lessons works best with learners who are used to working independently in

groups. If yclur class is not used to working in this way, start by doing one of the activit ies

with a small group yourself in front of the rest of the class. '$lhen they have got the idea, let

them all try the same activity themselves.
The more people there are in each group the more discussion there will be. Three to five
people per group is ideal. More than five in a group may make reaching a consensus difficult.

Timing
This depends on the ability and level of the students. Setting up the activity, the activity itself
and any follow-up should take about 30-45 mins. The activity will be most effective if it is
spontaneous, interactive and lively - so try to maintain a brisk pace.

learner-corrected. Some teachers may want
badly astra¡ but, as a rule, correction and
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Correction
The Instant Lessons activities are designed to be
to intervene in group work if learners are going
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reformulation of errors is best done as feedback after the activity. Put some of the incorrect
language you heard when you were monitoring on the board. Can anyone remember saying
it? Can they see what is wrong with it now? Can anyone else?

Revision
Some of the activit ies can be used more than once so learners gain confidence and a real
degree of fluency with the grammar being practised.
You may like to repeat an activity later in a course to give learners a chance to recycle the
language they have had difficulty with. An activity repeated like this may only take a few
minutes.

Variations
There are detailed Lesson by Lesson notes which include suggestions for alternative
procedures and follow-up work.

Copies
If you can photocopy the materials onto card and laminate the cards or strips, this will
significantly prolong the life of the materials.

Re-using strips
When you collect the jumbled texts, give each group a paper clip to put round their set of
strips so that you can use the strips again.



Lesson by Lesson Notes

Lesson 3
Follow the same procedure as Lesson 1.

The basic idea of the interactive methodology is ro meke the practices more lively andinvolving by encouraging students to listen and respond .poni"n.ourly. Explain clearly thatstudents should nor "cheat" by putting strips or.".d, on the table and simply doing theactivity as if it was a written exercise. 
-expl"in 

that if the activit ies are based on listening andresponding, they will be more fun and more effectiv. i" r'r.ipirg^rr,r¿.r,t, really remember thegrammar.

Lesson 1
This lesson needs an even number of smalr groups of 2/5 peopre - 3 or 4 in each group isprobably best' The groups may have clifferent numbers in-thü. Half the groups work on 1.1,the others on 1'2. The task is to put the texts.bact. rog.ri., b;-iir,.rrl.rg, particularly forlinking words such as arthough ir despite. Te[ them r"h",;i. il; numbered I is thebeginning of the text.
Each member of each group has 2/3 strips. Members read their strips aloud one by one to therest of dreir own group' As all the members of the group rg..., itt.y put their strips on thetable in the correct order. Set a time limit - p.rh"pr-s 

-rnur".t- 
for this part ofthe lesson.Check that groups have reconstructed the text correctly. you may wanr to highlight the

lj:.kitg words, and perhaps offer extra explanarron or examples.\when all groups have the correct text in front of rh.-, 
".tÉu;;;.". to wrire the linkingwords on a piece of paper in the right order. Ask them to turn over the strips and as a grouptry to remember the original text - using the linking words to h.tp them. Iinec.rr"'.¡ Jh", .".turn over one or more str ips.

collect in the jumbled texts. Make new groups, so that each group contains one or twopeople who worked on each text. Let them surnmarise their t.*t fo. those who worked on theother text.
The follow-up, for use in class or as homework, provides extra practice of the linking wordsand a gapped texr similar to the ones in the activity.
In a later lesson, students can make their own lists of linking words and write a similar sroryor essay.

Lesson 2
Follow the same procedure as Lesson 1.

fn. t
r :
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Lesson 4
cop¡ cut up and distribute to groups of 2/5 students rhe strips on 4.1. The groups may haveone or more different strips each. Explain that the task of tt.r. g.oup is ro reconsrrucr acomplete letter. The strip numbered 1 is the start of the text.
First the group must complete the sentence on each strip by finding the missing g¡ammar -usually the verb form, but also prepositions and oth., i-ptrt"rrr-;;gr.--"tical ,,words.
Group members co-operate to get each sentence correct. The suggestions and char-rges madethro.ugh this co-operatio.n are 

"., 
i-po.t"nt part of the actiuity. 

"-
Students read out the full sentences' and as a class, reconstruá the whole letter by payingparticular attention to links such as despite, This means etc.
Ask the class to read the whole compleied letter aloud. As an alternative, the group couldappoint a secrerary who writes d.wn the whole letter as tt" gror; dictaíe it, i ip_[r_*f.
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Add comments, highlight important language, or make important corrections, then give out
the follow-up sheet.
In a later lesson you could provide two other model letters which one student in a pair re-
writes - cutting out all grammatical words such as articles, prepositions, and linking words,
and changing all verbs to their base form. This is then exchanged and the partner then rries to
restore the original. The texts you prepare will be most useful if they are similar to rhe type of
text which students may have to write in an exam.

Lesson 5
Follow the same orocedure as Lesson 4.

Lesson 6
Follow the same procedure as Lesson 4.

Lesson 7
Follow the same procedure as Lesson 4.

Lesson 8
Copy page 8.1. Cut the copy in half, and then into strips, so rhar you have
10 endines.
Divide the class into groups - 4 in each group is ideal, but 2, 3, or 5 works well too. Explain
that they have to match the beginnings and endings of 10 sentences. Make two sub-groups rn
each group; the subgroups will have 1, 3, or ideally 2 students. Distribute the cards, so that
the ten beginnings are shared between the members of one subgroup, and the endings are
shared by the members of the other subgroup.
Students with beginnings read them out for the others to supply the endings. $7hen a match is
made, the pair is put on the table. Go round and check. The activity can be competitive,
group against group, or against the clock.
Collect the endings. Ask students with beginnings to read them out again. The others provide
either the original endings or their own new ones.
Repeat with the cards from 8.2.
Draw students' attention to the important adjective + preposition combinations such as
interested in, worried about.
Use the follow-up sheet, either in class or as homework.
As a follow-up in a later lesson, you could use all 40 cards at the same time.

Lesson 9
Follow the same procedure as Lesson 8, but the important language is verb + preposition
rvord partnerships such 

^s 
approue of, belieue la. Remind students how important it is to

learn words together with the words with which they usually occur - this helps them to avoid
mistakes.

Lesson 10
Follow the same procedure as Lesson 8, but with noun + preposition word partnerships such
as difference between, connection with. Emphasise the importance of word partnerships when
learning vocabulary.

Lesson 11
Follorr' the same procedure as Lesson 8, but with the language focus on important adjective +
noun and verb + noun partnerships - a serious illness, to realise an ambition.

10 beginníngs, and
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Lesson 12
Follow the same procedure as Lesson 8. The language focus is similar to Lesson 11.
Lesson 13
Follow the same procedure as Lesson 8. The language focus is Conditional Sentences, but not
just examplesllke lf he comes, I'll ask him. Also included are natural examples with modal
verbs in one of the clauses.
In this lesson when you take back half the sentences for extra practice (see Lesson 8), you can
ask students to use either the beginnings or the endings.

Lesson 14
Follow the same procedure as Lesson 8.
The language focus is similar to Lesson 13, but with Type 2 Conditionals, including examples
with different modal verbs in one clause.

Lesson 15
Follow the same procedr.rre as Lesson 8. The language focus is Type 3 Conditionals, with some
examples with different modal verbs in one clause.

Lesson 16
Follow the same procedure as Lesson 8. The language focus is on different natural examples
of conditional sentences. including a wider range than the traditional i irst, second and third
conditional presented in many grammar books.

Lesson 17
Prepare and distribute strips in the usual way. Explain to students that they must rephrase the
sentence on the strip using the word or words on the right printed in bold type. You may like
to demonstrate one or two examples on the board. This exercise type will be familiar to many
students because it is used in many examinations.
In turn, students read out their sentences. The others call out suggestions for paraphrases.
Intervene only if they cannot agree. Remember the importance of students responding quickly
and spontaneousl¡ rather than pausing, thinking, revising etc.
IJse one, two or all three pages in one lesson depending on the class and the time available.
lfhen the class has completed all 30 examples in one or more lessons, give out the follow-up
sheet for class or homework use.

Lesson 18
Follow the same procedure as Lesson 17. It also has a similar language focus.

Lesson 19
Follow the same procedure as Lesson 17.The language focus is Reported Speech, but students
are given the basic reporting construction verbs: said, told, asked erc.
Remember the importance of spontaneous reaction to ¿1 sentence the students hear. This is a
different kind of practice - and much more useful - than simply doing the same page as a
written exercise.

Lesson 20
Follow the same procedure as Lesson 17. When we report, we more often report whole events
than actual words:

Yes, that's fine. I'm quite bappy with that.
> He agreed to what we suggested.

Ind
trq
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The language focus is the grammar of the verbs used to report events in this way. Both the
verb and the word that follows it are important:

agreed to
admitted that
apologised for

Lesson 21
It is important to have an even number of groups as the practice is self-checking. One group
has the cards from 21,.1,, for example:

We'ue been liuing in Liuerpool for nuo years. >'We moued . . . .
The other group has the cards from2L.2, for example:

We moued to Liuerpool two years ago.> We'ue . . . .
First a student reads a card to his/her group who rephrase in the usual way. After they have
done all 20 sentences, swap card sets between groups and do the same sentences in reverse,
thus reinforcing the structures.
The varied structures practised in this lesson are those which often occur in the Cambridge
First Certificate or similar exams, so the material is particularly useful as alternative, lively
class revision of structures with which students are alreadv familiar.

Lesson 22
Follow the same procedure as Lesson 21.

Lesson 23
Follow the same procedure as Lesson 21.

Lesson 24
Copy and distribute the cards. Explain that the students must complete the sentence they hear
using the correct form of go to the cinema, for example:

baue gone to the cinema
going to the cinema.

Remember the importance of the livel¡ spontaneous use of the cut-up pages, which provide a
different kind of practice from the same material used as a simple one-page written exercise.

Lesson 25
Follow the same procedure as Lesson 24.

Lesson 26
Students provide their own completion, using a gerund or infinitive. Give a couple of
examples, then encourage them to shout out several different possible responses as each
student reads a strip aloud, either to a group or the whole class depending on the size of your
class.
You can use one, two or three pages in one lesson. Use the follow-up sheet after the class have
completed all 30 examples in class.

Lesson 27
Students try to find two possible completions, using the suggested words. Encourage several
different suggestions, using the words printed in bold on the right, or if they prefer, their own
original ideas. Use either 1 or 2 pages in a particular lesson, then use the follow-up sheet after
the class have completed all 20 sentences in class.

Lesson 28
Give each student a copy of the answer sheet. Explain that this is a different kind of dictation
lesson: they do not write down everything you say - only examples of phrases with make and
do. Remind students how important these verbs are in Enelish. It is best to learn them in



multi-word phrases:
I uas afraid of making a mistake.
I don't like doing notbing.

t ime to complete their sheets. YouRead each sentence at natural speed. Pause to give students
may prefer them to work in pairs.
Read the sentences again' without pausing. Allow students to check their answers in small
groups.
Draw a large grid on the board, and ask students to come up in turns to complete the grid.
rJ7ith a good class, or in a later lesson as revision you could put students into pairs - give
sentences 1-10 to one student, and 11-20 to the other. Let students dictate to each other and
complete the grid.

Lesson 29
Follow the same procedure as Lesson 28. The language focus is Phrases using giue and take.

Lesson 30
Follow the procedure for Lesson 28. The language focus is Phrases rsinghat,e and get.

Lesson 31
Follow the procedure for Lesson 28. The language focus is various useful Prepositional
Phrases. Notice how the exercise directs students' attention to phrases r¿rther than individual
words.

Lesson 32
Give students - individuals or pairs - a copy of the answer sheet, 32,2. Ask students if they
can guess the story in advance by looking at the phrasal verbs on the grid. Then, read the
story once at normal speed, with students just l istening. Read it again, more slowly but with
natural rh1'thm. Pause so that they can write each phrasal verb opposite its meaning. Use the
second part in a similar way. You may like to read both parts one last time before checking
answers and giving out the follow-up sheet.
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Sect ion 1
Sequencing Act iv i t ies

All the lessons in this section involve the learners in putting jumbled texts - stories,
compositions, and letters - back into the right order.
In lessons 1 - 3 this is done by paying particular attention to the sequence and
discourse markers which are highlighted in the texts. In lessons 4 - 7 thejumbled
sentences also need to be grammaticalised - made fully grammatical - by putting
verbs into the correct tense and by adding the missing articles, prepositionr, 

"náconiunctions.

Lessons
Lessons

1-32
4-7:

Linking words
Use of articles.

l lano pnrases
preposrtrons, i !ano conluncttons



1.1 Linking Phrases 1
Narrative - Joe's Trip to York

In groups, try to put the story back into the correct order. Read the sentences aloud until all agree on the correcl order. Pay
particular attention to the words at the beginning of the sentences.

, This story all began one weekend when Joe visited
1 passed his driving test only a few weeks before and

second-hand Ford.

York. He
had just

had
bought a

But, after a while, he managed to find a space in a side street just outside
the centre.

. l
- t

jr
1

t
¡
I
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In spite of his nervousness about driving, he was determined to go on
a long tr ip.

After searching the next two streets he found the car and, of course,
felt very relieved but rather foolish.

In fact, everything went much better than he
hours later he was approaching the outskirts

had expected, and a few
of York.

Next, he set off to look round the cathedral and all the other historic
buildings.

To begin with, he thought
call the police but then he
similar.

it had been stolen and immediately set off to
noticed that the adjoining streets looked very

_l

4

,l

J

Even though it was late September, York was packed with tourists and,
as a result, all the central car parks were full.

Finall¡ when Joe had got tired of sightseeing, he returned to where he
had left his car. To his surprise, it was nowhere to be seen.

Fortunatel¡
weather was

the traffic was
perfect. Soon

not too heavy and
he was nearing the

and, even better, the
city centre.

10



1.2 Linking Phrases 1
Narrative - Anna's Trip to London

Try to put the story back into the correct order. Read the sentences aloud until all agree on the correct order. The words at
the beginning of the sentences will help you connect the sentences to each other.

This story all began when Anna visited London. She had only arrived
1 in Nottingham a few weeks previously and her English still wasn't

very f luent.

Although it was late November, London was packed with tourists and
consequentl¡ there was a long queue at the taxi rank.

At first, she thought she might have missed the last train and set off at
once to find the information office, but then she noticed the station
architecture was different.

4 Then she set off to do some sightseeing.

S 
Despite her poor English, she was determined to go on a day rrip to
London by traln.

A Anna decided to take the Underground and some time later she was
standing by the river on the Embankment.

Eventuall¡ when Anna had got tired of looking
made her way back to the station. Much to her
any trains going back to Nottingham.

at historic buildings, she
surprise, she couldn't see

I Actuall¡ it all
or so the train

went much better
was approaching

than she had
the outskirts

expected, and after an hour
of London.

It was King's Cross station, not St. Pancras. She had
exit out of the Underground. After she had searched
found St. Pancras and naturally felt very relieved but

taken the wrong
the subwa¡ she
rather silly.

Luckil¡ her train arrived
10 still, it wasn't raining. It

into the centre.

at St. Pancras station exactly on time, and better
wasn't long before she was looking for a raxi
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1.3 Linking Phrases 1
Follow-up
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Exercise 1

Match each linking phrasewith another of similar meaning in the same set:

Setl  I  s. tz
1. a fe*' weeks befo¡e a. actually | 9. as a result i. some time larer

2. in spite of b. tuckily | 10. afte. a while i. at first

3. in fact c. ir was not long before | ,r. n.*, k. after she had searched
4. a couple of hours laterd. although i t2. finally l. ar once

5. fortunately e. a few weeks previously 
I 

r:. to begin with m. consequenrly

6. even better f. after an hour or so | 14. immediatery n. eventually

7. soon g. better still | 15. after searching o. naturally

' 8. even though h. despite 16. of course p. then

Exercise 2

Now complete the following story using the linking phrases above:

This story all began when John started his new office iob. He had only left school
l .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  and was st i l l  very unsure of himself .  But,  2.  . . . . .  his
inexperience, he was anxious to make a success of his new ¡ob.

3. ........... '.... everything went muchbetter than he had expected and 4.

he was gaining confidence. 5. , his colleagues were all very helpful and,

school- leaver.  7.  , . . . . . . . . , .  he was being6. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  the pay was excel lent  for  a

given some responsihi l i ry.

one morning his boss asked him ro do some photocopying and send off a few faxes.
8. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i t  was only 7.4Sam, the photocopying room was very busy and
9. . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  there was a long queue for the copier.  10. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  John got t i red
of waiting, so he decided he should send off the faxes and 11. ..... do the copying.

12. ............. when John had sent off all the faxes, he returned to the copier room and
started copying. To his surprise, the copier stopped working. 13. ............. he thought
the machine had broken down and he 14. .. set off to find the technician but she
wasn't around. 15. ............. through the copier manual he located the problem - it
had run out of paper. John 16. ............. felt very relieved but rather foolish.
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2.1 Linking Phrases 2
Essay - A Good Book v. Television

In groups, try to put the essay back into the correct order. Read the senlences aloud until all agree on the correct order. Pay
particular aüention to the words at the beginning of the sentences.

On the whole, most people
current affairs programmes,
documentaries.

some television - the news and
or films and educational

watch at least
for example,

-¡-

-l

I

2 A further disadvantage is the fact that it might be difficult to get to a
well-stocked public library.-l<

I

¿

t¡

I

¡

-¡{

-t.{

<

-
-

But, unfortunatel¡ many
for the latest goings-on in

regular viewers learn very little from TV except
the soaps.

Finall¡ to gain the
little more curious

maximum benefit from books and
and enjoy exploring new worlds of

television, be a
knowledge.

Books, however, can
have bought a book
with a TV.

work out rather
you do not like.

more expensive. Also, once you
you cannot turn it off, as you can

Taking everything into consideration, therefore, television and books both
have their good and bad points, and as I see it, it is up to the individual
to use each to the best advantage. Both, I think, can be positive
exDeriences.

Although a TV licence may sound expensive at over f,80, that is actually
less than {1.50 a week.

<

I

=

-lJ

=

¡

=

=

<

¡

<

=

e
e
2
I
4

Yet, despite these disadvantages, it is possible to get real enjoyment from
a book.

For these people, of course, relaxation is a major attraction of TV, and
another point in favour is its convenience and economy.

\ü/hat could be
novel or travel

more pleasant than
book?

a quiet evening in with a well-written10
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2.2 Linking Phrases 2
Essay - A Holiday Abroad or at Home

In groups, try to put the essay back into the correct order. Read the sentences aloud until all agree on the correct order. Pay
particular attent¡on to the words at the beginning of the sentences.

I
rJ
Pfo
Dt--'

Generally speaking, the majority of people in Britain
holidays abroad to destinations like the Algarve, rhe
Balearic Islands., for instance.

Igo on pacKage
Costa del Sol or the

A holiday in Britain, on the other hand, can work out much more
expensive. And, in addition, the weather can be atrocious with all four
seasons in one day.

Thr
cb.
r¡ste

'What could be more lovely than the Devon coasrline in spring?

For these tourists, the hot
and a further advantage is

sunny weather is obviously a major attraction
the cost.

h
rd

hr¡
DOI

In conclusion, to gain the maximum
more adventurous and enjoy meeting

benefit from any holida¡ be a little
the unexpected.

But sadl¡
they visit

most package
apart from the

holidaymakers see very little of the countries
beach, hotel and airport.

hd
Lert 7 In spite of these

parts of Britain
disadvantages, the language
are genuinely beautiful.

is no problem and some

In fact, a holiday in Portugal can be fairly cheap, even though it is over
L,500 kilometres away.

Another drawback is that public transport in the UK is often inadequate
and pricey.

All things considered, holidays abroad and in Britain both have their
advantages and disadvantages,
individual to make the most of
a positive experience, whatever

but personally speaking, it is up to the
a holida¡ and I believe any holiday can be
the destination.

10

t
a-r-.:
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2.3 Linking Phrases 2
Follow-up
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Exercise 1

Match up these linking words t tand phrases with similar meanings:

a
at

Exercise 2

Now complete the following essay using the linking words and phrases above:
which is preferabre - riving in a city or the countryside?

1' """"....... people in Britain tend to l ive in large cities l ike Sheffield, Manchesrer,
Leeds or Liverpool ,  2.  . . . . , . . . . . . . . . .  3.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  the cul tural  and le isure faci l i t ies
of a city are a major attraction and 4. ..... is the cheap, regular public transport.
Employment opportuni t ies can 5.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  be better in a cí ty 6.  . . . . .  there
are often economic problems. 7. ............., city dwellers spend most of their l ives in a polluted
envlronment, 8 .......... the occasional holiday in the countryside. 9.
the cost of living in the countryside can work out to be much more expensive.
10. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  house pr ices may be higher.  11.  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  is  the fact  that  publ ic
transport is infrequent and pricey. But 12. ..... these disadvantages, the
environr¡ent is cleaner and there is less crime. rühat could be better for young children than
gro\\'rng up in a peaceful vil lage? 13. ............. , the city and the counrryside both have
their advantages and disadvantages but 14. ..... it is the individual,s responsibil ity
to make the most of any situation. 15. ............. it is possible to lead a fulfi l l ing l ife in
eirher the city or the countryside. 76 ..... , te gain the maximum benefit from the
rural or urban way of life, always look for the positive aspecrs.

1. on the whole
2. for example
3. un forrunately
4. except for
5. of course
6. another point in its favour
7. although
8. actual ly

9. however
10. also
11. a further disadvantage
12. despite
13. taking everything into consideration
14. as I see it
15.  I  th ink
16. to conclude

a. sadly
b. obviously
c. a further advantage
d. generally speaking
e. even though
f. apart from
g. in fact
h. for instance

i. another drawback
j. all things considered
k. in spite of
l. in conclusion
m. I believe
n. on the other hand
o. speaking personally
p. in addition
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3.1 lmportant Expressions :
lnformal Letter 1

In groups, try to put this letter back into the correct order. Read the senlences aloud until all agree on the correct order. Pay
particular attention to the words at the beginning of the sentences.

Dear Joe,
I I'd like to thank you for your lovely letter. It was iust wonderful to hear
' all your news. I'm very sorry about not writing sooner but I've been a bit

busv latelv.

2 Naturall¡ I accepted and I'm starting in a fortnight's time.

'$lrite soon. Lots of love. Anna.

:1

d
t

. !

4 Visiting the city was a great experience even though it was raining hard.

Incidentall¡ before I start, I'm considering doing a bit of travelling
around the country. So I might see you.

In fact, there wasn't really enough time to look at it all properly but all
being well, I'll pay a return visit.

Great news! I've been given a full-time job, believe it or not.

I'd like to tell you what
and I was fascinated bv

I've been doing. Last weekend I was in London
the National Gallery.

9 Do tell me if you'll be free the
time since we had a good chat

weekend after next. It's been such a long
and I'm looking forward to it.

1
.J

Do you remember the family in Nottingham I was
10 \íell, surprise, surprise, their next-door neighbours

offered me the post of cook-housekeeper.

an au-pair with?
contacted me and



3.2 lmportant Expressions
Informal Letter 2
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r., 4 
Actuall¡ I didn't have time to look round it properly but hopefully I,ll be

-r atrle to pay a return visit.

=

= 5 Write soon. All my love, Joe.

-l< 

^ 
Let me tell you what I've been doing. The other weekend I was inr ro

- 

- canrerbury and I was really inceresred in the cathedral.

¡ 
7 I accepted, of course, and I start in two weeks' time.

|ngroupS,trytoputthiS|et terbackintolhecorrectoroér.neaotnu
particular attention to the words at the beginning of the sentences.

Dear Anna,

t 
Thank you s: much for your lovely letter. It was really great to get all
your news' I should apologise for not writing earlier bui life haJbeen
rather hectic recently.

2 seeing the city was a wonderful experience despire the heavy rain.

3 
I'd like to know if you're free the weekend after next. It's been ages since
we had a good chat and I'm looking forward to it.

¡

-l.-

¡

¡

: g I've got some fantastic news. You're not going to believe this but I've gor
¡  a permanent job.

¡

¡

z

-

g By rhe,wa¡ before starting work, I'm thinking of doing some rravelling
around Britain so perhaps I'll see you.

!r You remember Apex Software, the firm I had a temporary job with for
: 10 six months? llell, quire unexpectedl¡ they got in touch witÁ me andt offered me a job r ight out of the blue.
I
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3_3 lmportant Expressions
Follow-up
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Exercise 1

Match up these letter-writing phrases with similar meanings:

Th

- :  -
usc

1. I'd like to thank you for
2. It was just wonderful
3. I'm very sorry about
4. a bit busy
5. I'd like to tell you
6. last weekend
7. I was quite fascinated by
8. in fact

9. all being well
10. even i f
11. Great news!
12. Believe it or not
L3. surprise, surprise
14. incidentally
L5. I'm considering doing
16. i t 's been such a long t ime

a. I should apologise for
b. the other weekend
c. actually
d. Thank you so much for
e. I was really interested in
f. Let me tell you
g. rather hectic
h. It was really great

You're not going to believe this but
by the way
it's been ages
even though

. I 'm thinking of  doing
right out of the blue
hopefully
I've got some fantastic news.hr

mrl

J
rDol

I
I
I

hd
l .q

Exercise 2
Now complete this letter using the letter-writing words and phrases above:

- r l ¡

Dear Rosie,,

1. ........................ for your lovely long letter. 2. ........................ ro catch up with all your news.
3. ........................ not writing any sooner but it 's been 4. ... during the last few
weeks.

5. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  what I 've been doing recently. 6. .. . . . . . . . . . .  I  was in Lincoln and
7. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  the ancienr cast le.  8.  . . .  I  d idn' t  have qui te enough t in.re
to see everything but 9. .. . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , l '11 have the chance to pay a return visit before long.
It was a great experience visit ing the city 10. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  the weather was absolutely
dreadful.

11.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1!  12.  . . .  I 've got a permanent job at  last .  I  don' t  know i f  you
remember the travel company that I worked for as a temporary tour guide last year? Well,
13. ' . ' . . . . . ' . ' . . . .  they got in touch with me and offered me a job. I accepted, of course, and
I'm due to start in a monrh.
14. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  before I  srart  work,  15.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
the country. So, could you tell me if you're free the weekend
since we both had a good gossip and I'm looking forward ro'Write 

soon. Very best wishes.

Pat

visiting a few old friends around
after next? 16. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
i t .



4.1 Adding Grammar 1
Dear Julia

Complete the sentences with the verbs given and add preposit¡ons, articles and conjunctions where necessary. Then put the
letter back ¡nto the correct order. Pay special attent¡on to the phrases wh¡ch link one sentence wilh the next.

Dear Jul ia,
I . . . . . . . .  . . . .  postpone.. . .  appointment
Monday Sth. (write)

Yousee,. . . .  Tuesdayl
countrysidesouth. . . .

for a drive
Dublin. (go)

I t . . .
apart . . . .a

obviously . . .
few scratches.

awful shock,
However, . . .

. . . . lucki ly l .

.car. . . .badly
. . .not in jured
damaged. (be)

Despite . . . . accident, I
Dubl in and vis i t ing .  .  .  .

have. .  .  .
museums and art

great time looking round
galleries. (have)

returnI .  . .  . . .  . .  . . . .  Monday lstandlwas expect ing
Liverpool . . . . Friday 5th. (arrive)

t
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=
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F
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F
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I . . . . .  . . .  youwhenl.  . .  .  back
Best wishes, Jack. (phone, be)

Liverpool.

As you can see the stamp, I still Ireland. (be)

Thismeans[. . .  . . . . therepairs . (sta¡ complete)

Andwhi leI . . . . . . . .
(admire)

scenery, the car suddenly ran the road.

T' :r':::'::'1r":'+3:;;- q,haccording.. . .
. . .  theear l iest .

plan, and now I
(go, return)10



4.2 Adding Grammar 1
Follow-up

Complete the following letter. Some of the
prepositions or conjunctions. Here is a list
needed more than once. You will also have

be going to
enf oy
reach
expect
give

spaces need small words like
of the verbs you will need. Some are
to decide which tense to use.

order
be
go
can
run over
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5.1 Adding Grammar 2
Dear Sally

Complete the sentences with the verbs given and add prepositions, art¡cles and coniunctions where necessary. Then put the
letter back into the correct order. Pay special attention to the phrases which link one sentence with another.

Dear Sall¡
I . . . . . . . .  Joan\ü/ood.
dr ink. . . . . . . .Midland

Sheffield
Hotel. (meet,

last weekend
have)

awe

I fyou . . .of . . .
perhaps I can help you.

. . . . for . . .
(think, work,

year before . . . . . . . . to college,
go)

Iknow..
nowadays.

.  d i f f icul t i t . . .  school- leavers
(be)

find work

4 I fyou . . . , Icouldask boss she knows
vacancies. . . .  Birminghamarea. (mind)

of . . .

She . . . you . school and at the moment you
unemployed. (sa¡ leave, be)

And Iwouldn' twant.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  yourposi t ion.  (be)

But. .  . . . .p lans the future yet? (made)

\7rite soon and tell me . . . .
Love, Auntie May. (decide)

you. . to do.

I SoIhopeyou..  . that I
(understand, try)

just . .  behelpful .

Af teral l  . . . .hard
. . .abreak

work . . . . your final exams, I
. . . . work and study. (take)10 expect you want



5.2 Adding Grammar 2
Follow-up

Complete the following letter. Some of the
prepositions or conjunctions. Here is a list
also have to decide which tense to use.

spaces need grammatical words like
of the verbs you will need. You will

send
happen
need
get

know
find
would
see

work
try
interfere
leave

fax
think
have



6.1 Adding Grammar 3
Dear Robin and Sarah

Complete the sentences with the verbs given and add prepositions, articles and conjunct¡ons where necessary. Then put
the letter back into the correct order. Pav special attention to the phrases which link one sentence with another.

Dear Robin and Sarah.
1'Sle .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  hol iday .  .  . .  Br ighton yet again,  .  .  .  .  the weather

here is much hotter . . . . it usually . . . . for August. (be)
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I wish we
haven't . .

. . somewhere like this all . . . . time.
. . the money. (live, get)

we

It . . . . . the top floor and we have a large balcony . . . . . . . . sea
view. (be)

But finally we decided
minutes. . . .  foot . .

. . renting this lovely apartment, only five
the town centre.

'We..  .home.. .
before i f  i t . . . .

August 31st, but we would love to see you
possible. (come, be)

'We
. . here three days ago while you in Holland. (get, be)

7
meet. Love, Carol and Mark. (arrange)

:e
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When we last
going.. . .

.  .  .you, we told you we . .  .  .
(see, think)

of

9 We have been care to protect the sun. (take)skin . .

10 At time, we feel another holiday . . . : . . : . south coast.



' l 6.2 Adding
Follow-up

Grammar 3
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Complete the following letter. Some of the
prepositions or coniunctions. Here is a list
also have to decide which tense to use,

spaces need
of the verbs

Th.

grammatical words like
you will need. You will

afford
be
offer

start
get
have

meet
think
arrive

Dear Steve and Linda,

'We are. .  .  .  hol iday . .  . .  Madrid yet again, but. .  .  .  weather is much

colder. . . .  usual  . . . .July.  In fact ,  we..  of  buyingsomethick

pullovers . . . . keep warm! June was very hot, but just . . . . we

i t . . .  tochange.

'When we last we said we were thinking . . . . trying somewhere

different . . . . summer. As . . . . matter. . . . fact, we were thinking

. .  .  .  Spain had. .  .  .  a bi tmore expensive.  .  .  .  days.

But then a rich friend . . . . David's . . . us his apartment right

. . . . the centre. . . . Madrid . . . . a very low rent. It's . . . . the fourth

floor and we . . . . a wonderful view of . . . . Prado. If only we had

. . . . money. . . . live somewhere . . . . this permanently! But you . . . .

have to be a millionaire to . . the rent!

. . give you . . . . ring . . . . moment we get home and tell you

.. . .aboutourhol iday.

Bestwishes, 
:  ;  '  '

Jan and Kevin 
- '

losl

' -  . l

;
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J
J,



7.1 Adding Grammar 4
Dear Mrs Harlock

Complete the sentences with the verbs given and add prepositions, articles and conjunctions where necessary. Then put the
letter back into the correct order. Pay spec¡al attention to the phrases which link one sentence with another.

. in your
Dear Mrs Harlock,
I . .  .  .  .  .  tothank.. .  .  for
conversation class last year.

. . . . enjoyable two weeks I
(write, spend)

I really appreciated
work. . . .Br i ta in.

. . . .adviceyou
(give)

finding temporaryme
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I hope to find something suitable . the next week or

I look forwardto . . . . . . . you when I . . . . next
Yours sincerely Gunther Schaudi. (see, be)

Cambridge.

my countr¡ students are not really
. . . . l is ten.( teach)

how. speak

FFI

lnanK you once agaln.  .  .  .
t .  |  .  II,ng,rlsn wltnout

giving me . . . . confidence
about my mistakes. (worry)

speak:a
=

=

:¡

=

=

:¡

=

:¡

Now, I . . . . . . .  . . . .  a iob. . .
. . . . waiter. . . . shoo assistant.

. I can use my English, perhaps as
(look)

Instead, teachers
. . . makes

concentrate. .  .
i td i f f icul t . . . .

. grammar
students .

. translation,
communicate.

I . . . . .a l readybeen.
class, but this was . . .
/ l  r  .  \(nave, loln)

. . .England.. . .

. first opportunity
sixweeks when I .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  your
. . . . speak English properly.

:¡
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10 Then. if I can it, I like stay Christmas. (afford)
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Complete the following letter. Some of the
prepositions or coniunctions. Here is a list
also have to decide which tense to use.

spaces need small words like
of the verbs you will need. You will

worry
glve

make
arrange

feel
write

phone
apply

pick up
bring up

H
D¡I

h
E

hd
fa

I

n
¡ l

' t :

J

ru

Dear Nancy

I . . . . . . .  . . . . thankyou taking care

was i l l .  . . . .youknow, Iwas.. . .  bed.. . .  threeweeks,. . . .  nowl

thechi ldren.. . . I

have not . . . to be . . . . quiet and well-behaved as your children.

Instead, they seem to concentrate . . . . making as much noise as

possible, which . . . . them difficult to look after.

I 'mverygrateful  . . . .  theadviceyou..  meabout . .  for

a word-processing course. With any luck, I . . be able to find a

suitable course . . . . the next few weeks. Then, if I have . . . . money,

I . . . . . . . . like to do . . . . information technology course.

What I'll probably do is work . . . . home . . . . I complete both courses.

Thanks again . . . . giving me . . . . confidence . . . . continue . . . .

education without . . about my family.

I ' l l  . . . . . .  inafewdaysto . .  at imetocomeand.. . . . . .  the

children.

strong enough . . . . have the children back. I am afraid they

Lots of love,

Lucy
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Section 2
Matching Activit ies

The lessons in this section focus on the combinatory nature of language, rhe way
in which words commonly combine to form word partnershipr, 

"nd 
.luur.,

combine to form sentences. Lessons 8 - 10 deal with adjective + preposition,
verb + preposition, and noun + preposition phrases and the gr"--á, of the
sentences in which they occur. Lessons 11 and 12 introduce the central idea of
word partnerships - a serious illness, a dreadful mess, a complete recouery.
Lessons 13 - 16 give lots of practice in the different conditionals.

Lesson 8: Adiective + Preposition
Lesson 9: Verb + Preposition
Lesson 10: Noun + Preposition
Lesson 11: Word Partnerships 1
Lesson 12: Word Partnerships 2
Lesson 13: Type 1 Conditionals
Lesson 14: Type 2 Conditionals
Lesson 15: Type 3 Conditionals
Lesson 16: Mixed Conditionals
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8.1 Adjective + Preposit ion
Sentence Cards 1

Read out the beg¡nn¡ng of the sentence and try to find how it ends. The second half always begins w¡th a preposition. Make
a note, when you have finished, of all the adject¡ve + preposition phrases. Try to find other similar ones.

They're harmless. There's no
need to be afraid

I mustn't be late - otherwise
Mum and Dad will be really
annoyed

It's one o'clock in the morning.
I was getting worried

Julia looks like her brother, but
very different

Let's not go to an Indian
restaurant. I'm not keen

What's on the other channels?
I'm tired

My boss was very impressed

a with her exam results.

b of watching American films.

of spiders. They don't bite.

at tennis, but I said I was
hopeless.

about you. \7here have you been?

f ltrom ner younger slster.

on hot spicy food.

Margaret was very disappointed with when I get home.

Andy asked me if I was any go

e

f in going on a walking holiday.

me

n

I

iO Too tiring! None of us are
rnterested

with the work I had done for her.
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8.2 Adjective + Preposit ion
Sentence Cards 2

Read out the beginning of the sentence and try to f¡nd how it ends. The second half always begins with a preposition. Make
a note, when you have f¡nished, of all the adjective + preposition phrases. Try to find other similar ones.

No, it's just not me.
h"ppy

of you. It's

The waiters here are never polite to al l  these late nights.

Can you tell me who is responsible with him. Another migraine?

None of the guests were satisfied
for locking up the office after
work?

All of us were deeply shocked of this region, so NO hamburgers!

Thank you. That's very kind with the service in the hotel.

I tlovely Presenr.

with this new hairstyle.

at how expensive Britain is.

by the news of the tragic
accident.

I'm not

'S7e

a

It wasn't a cheap holiday.
were surprised

Robert's not at work. Slhat's
wrong

I want to eat food that's typical

10 Jane looks tired. She's not used
to their customers,
excellent.

-----b--

but the food's
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8.3 Adjective -F Preposit ion

Complete the sentences below using the following adfective + preposition
phrases:

r l
l l
t i

1. My home town looks very what it did 25 years ago.

2. I'd rather not walk home alone. You see, I'm . . . . . . the dark.

3. Joe is very his new computer. It's the second time it's broken down.

4. Don't ask me to play squash. I'm no ball games.

5.  I 'ma bi t . .  . . . .  Susan. She's beenlookingqui te depressedrecent ly.

6. 'When I told him that I'd scratched his car, I thought he was going to get really

. . . . .  .  me.

7.  Iwouldn' tsaythatRobert is just .  . . . . .  footbal l .  I 'dsayhewasfootbal lmad.

8. Haven't you got any other records? I'm . . . . . . l istening to this music.

9. My driving instructor said she isn't . . . . . . my progress and that I'll have to

have a lot more practice before I take my test.

10.  Ruth is. . . .  . .  acareer in tour ismwhen sheleaves school .

11. Thank you. It was very you to drive me all the way home.

12. Ashop assistant always has to be.. .  . . .  thecustomers-even when theyare

rude to her.

13. So John has forgotten your anniversary again? That's absolutely . . . . . . him!

14. \üíhat's the car this morning? \7hy won't it start?

15. It was only a cheap restaurant but we were how good the food was.

polite to

tired of

typical of

keen on

annoyed with

wrong with

kind of

interested in

afuaid of

satisfied with

surprised at

disappointed with

good at

worried about

different from

.  . . - , - - . - -__._.---- . - ¡ .4-
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9.1 Verb {- Preposit ion
Sentence Cards 1

Read out the beginning of the sentence and try to find how it ends. The second half always begins with a preposition. Make
a note, when you have finished, of all the verb + preposit¡on phrases. Try to f¡nd other sim¡lar ones.

I can't introduce Joe to my
mother. She never approves

I'd rather borrow the money

It's too noisy. I can't concentrate

Doctor, I'd like to apologise

David is a bit mean. He doesn't
believe

Sarah might be back at work
tomorrow. It depends

The United Kingdom consists

Put your money away. I insist

'Why are you all laughing

A 'house sitter' is someone who
looks

of England, Scotland, \X/ales, and
Northern Ireland.

. f

on paying for everyone's drinks.

of any of my boyfriends.

in spending
pounds on

more than five
dinner.

at me?'Sühat's so funny about
my new ear-rings?

on my exam revrslon.

on what the doctor says.

after someone else's house while
they are away.

from the bank, not from my
parents.

10 for missing my last appointment.
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That woman by the bar reminds
me

4 I've been searching everyvrrhere

' f 9.2 Verb + Preposit ion
Sentence Cards 2

Read out the beginning of the sentence and try to find how it ends. The second half always begins w¡th a preposition. Make
a note, when you have finished, of all the verb + preposition phrases. Try to find other similar ones.

It's my turn to pay from a serious illness like this.a
rt

I

FF'. i

I ne securlty guaro prevented us

he wasn't angry when he

passing his driving test.

for dinner. You paid last time.

for you to arrive all morning.

from an awful migraine.

to me, I'd lend it to you with
pleasure, but it doesn't.

h from entering the building.

for my cheque book and I still
can't find it.

bin

¡ lrút
: I knew

smiledJll

rl
After six attempts, Tim succeeded at me so sweetly.

Mary can't come
sulrenng

to work. She's

The doctor says it
some time for him

could take
to recover

I
- ' j

!t
If it belonged

And where have you been? I've
been wait ing

10 of someone I knew at college.
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9.3 Verb + Preposit ion
Follow-up

Complete the sentences below using the following verb + preposition phrases:

1. Ourgrandmother lovesthissong. I t . . . .  . . .her . . . . . . .  her

childhood.

2.RomeoandJu| iet isthestoryoftwoyoungioverswhosefami l ies

them . marrying.

3. A day at the seaside is a real possibilit¡ but it all . rhe weather.

4. I'm confident about the listening and speaking exams but what I need to

. is my grammar.

5. Margaret . life after death. She thinks dying is a beginning, not an end.

6. The reason why I don't

7. If I 'm not there by the time the concert begins, don't. me. I ' l l  see you

at the interval.

8.  A park isn' tpr ivateproperry.  I t . . . .  . .  .  everybody.

9.  I  a lways need lots of  hand cream. I . . .  .  .  .  .  very dry skin.

10. It will take the company years to . this latest financial disaster.

11. The new dr iv ing test .  .  .  . . . .  a wr i t ten exam and a pract ical  test .

12. Much to everyone's surprise, the local football team . winning

promotion.

13. Why does everyone . me? 'tü7hy can't anyone take me seriously?

14. I  knewshe l iked mewhenshe.. .  . . . .  meacrosstheroom.

15. Jane, I'd like to . my behaviour last night. It was all my fault.

depend on
suffer from
wait for
smile at
believe in

consist of

preYent somebody from

approve of
laugh at
apologise for

remind somebody of
recover from
succeed in
belong to
concentrate on

! ,  
-  

j -  
- -
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1 0.1 Noun + Preposi t ion
Sentence Cards 1

Read out the beginning of the sentence and try to find how ¡t ends. The second half always begins with a preposition. Make
a note, when you have finished, of all the noun + preposition phrases. Try to find other s¡m¡lar ones.

a This job might suit you. They
o

want someone wlth experlence

Sorrv. I reallv don't like the idea

My name's Michael Jackson -
but no connection

Kate sent off 50 applications

'$7hat's the matter

I'm having some trouble

Clever girl! Congratulations

Mozart showed great ability

with Sally? She doesn't look
very happy.

at music when he was only five
years old.

of a camping holiday in the
middle of January.

on passing your final exams.

with the Michael Jackson.

in the number of people out of
work.

of looking after young children.

for jobs before she even got
interview

I
l

-  - t

an

a

with the word processor.
you help me?

between a tower block and
skyscraper?

Can

----.r5--

Can you tell
difference is

me what the

- :

l
I

I , i .

10 There has been big increase



1o^.2 Noun + Preposi t ion
Sentence Cards 2
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Read out the beginning of the sentence and try to find how it ends. The second half always begins with a preposition. Make
a note, when you have f¡nished, of all the noun + preposition phrases. Try to find other similar ones.

At, in or on? I always have
difficulty

My mother has had a gfeat
influence

The police asked for proof

can't expect to develop real

at playing the guitar in just a few
weeks.

on any young children watching it.

on the way I think and act.

with prepositions. They're
confusing!

for more facilities for young
people.

me

^ 
You

' skill

Sue's from a musical
she's never taken any

family but
interest

It's getting late. There's no poin

The violence in this film could
have a bad effect

to one of Joe's wild, all-night
parties.

to real leather shoes.

of my identit¡ so I produced
driving licence.

1..r .learnlng a muslcal  lnstrument.gin

This town's dead at night.
There's a real need

Plastic? I don't think
alternative in doing any more work tonight.

Jenny hopes she'll get
invitation

10

there's any

my
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10.3 Noun + Preposi t ion
Follow-up

Complete the sentences below using the following noun + preposition phrases:

1. 'Süe're going on holiday in four weeks, so hurry up and fill in that

a new passport.

Margarine was developed as a cheap . butter.

Never leave a ground-floor window open. That's an open burglars.

Don't bother. There's . explaining it to her. She's too young to

understand.

. your engagement! I know you'll both be very h"ppy together.

I t took Lizyears ofpract ice to develop real  . .  . . . . .  tennis.

Smoking has a very harmful . people's health.

At first George was enthusiastic but soon he lost all . the idea of

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

touring Scotland.

9.  Calm down! There's no.. .  . . . .  shout ing.  Let 'ssi tdown and talk

about it.

10. Bob managedto cook a successful dinner all bv himself. but he had some

his new microwave.

11. Helen didn't get the job at Chestnut Computers. They said she didn't have enough

72. rh",', . . . . . . . . . .:lji,",l"il.:,:,t a very high opinion of himself.
13. Canyou tel l  me i f  there's any..  . . . . .beaut i fu landgorgeous?

14. Not again! \7hat could be. . . . . . . this car? lflhy won't it srart?

15. The pol ice havearrested a suspect in. . . .  . . . lastweek's at tempted

bank robbery.

no pornt ln

the trouble with

application for

skill at

alternative to

the matter with

effect on

experience of

invitation to

connection with

lnterest rn

difficulty with

difference between

congratulations on

need for
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11.1 Noun Col locat ions 1
Sentence Cards 1

Read out the beginning of the sentence and try to find how it ends. Each sentence ends with a noun. When you have finished
the activ¡ty, try to find other nouns to complete the sentences. lt is almost impossible!

=

F
=I

F
F
F
F
=

T
I
F
Fr
F
tt

I felt awful
glad to say

last week,
I 've made

but I 'm
a complete

I wish I could remember people's
names. I've got such a bad

il lness.

misunderstanding.

memory.

beginner.

her mind.

her ambition.

disaster.

opportunlty.

recovery.

I really wanted our
be a success,, but it
be a total

first date to
turned out to

forGeorge had been off work
months with a serious

d

You've got a
some aspirin.

headache? Take
It'll soon relieve

Julia can be very stubborn. You
won't persuade her to change

At last Anna had her own house
in the country. She had realised

You must have natural talent.
You're playing well for a complete

9
Sorry I'm late. I thought you sai
four o'clock. It's iust an
unfortunate

1O G:,9n'  Take i t .  I t 's  a iob in a
mrlhon -  a golden the pain.



11 .2 Noun Col locat ions
Sentence Cards 2
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j

J
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Read out the beginning of the sentence and try to find how il ends. Each sentence ends with a noun. When you have
f¡nished the activ¡ty, try to find other nouns to complete the sentences. lt is almost impossible!

The fact that she'd had coaching
from a professional player gave
her an unfair

Not hamburgers again! All
protein, and no vitamins! \íhat
you need is a more balanced

I have some very
There has been a

bad news.
fatal

control.

relationship.

diet.

contusron.

advantage.

accident.

experience.

agreement.

opposlte.

rWe had expected a
hotel, but in fact it

first class
was the exact

Geoff, don't ask me
you. I don't want a

to marry
permanent

Holly had a great
She said it was an

time in Alaska.
unforgettable

L00 metres in
He must have

only 8 seconds!
broken

g

'!7hen 
the fire alarm rang,

evervbodv was in a state of total

I want to turn on the TV but I
don't know where I put the
remote

After six hours of talks,
and management finally

workers
reached

10 the record.



11 .3 Noun Col locat ions 1
Follow-up
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Match the statements and questions in
natural responses. Then underline the
responses.

1,. Mum and Dad always ask me to
programme the video recorder.

2. My son James wants to be a rock
star when he grows up.

3. Ouch! I've burnt myself on the cooker.
This is the second time this week!

4. I wonder if Rosie will reconsider
her decision.

5. Of course the other team won.
Some of them are ex-professionals.

6. Sally is impatient and noisy while
her brother is patient, calm, and quiet.

7. Philip and Liz got married at the age
of 18 and got divorced after a year.

8. Finall¡ our flight was called for Gate 8.
The board had said Gate 18.

9. You had a very short meeting with the
bank manager. Did it go OK?

10. I think travelling by air is much safer
than driving.

11. Our youngest daughter refuses to eat any
fresh fruit or vegetables.

L2. I'm very sorry but I've already forgotten
your name.

13. I'm glad to see John looking so fit and
healthy again.

14. Angela, this work is awful. Can't you do
any better?

15. Sorry I'm late. I thought you said 4.50,
not 4.15.

Now complete these important adiective

each short dialogue below with the most
important word partnerships in the

a. At that age, people aren't ready for a
permanent relationship.

b. Yes, it's amazing after such a serious
il lness.

c. True, but plane accidents are usually
fatal.

d. Lots of boys want ro be, but hardly any
real ise their  ambit ion.

e.  That 's al l  r ight .  I t  was just  an

unfortunate misunderstanding.

f. So she's not getting a balanced diet.
I'd have a word with her if I were you.

g. In my experience, she never changes

her mind.

h. Put your hand in cold water. That will
relieve the pain.

i. That's OK. It's Andrew. You must

have a very bad memory.
j. Why can't parents use a simple remote

control ?

k. I 'm sorr¡ Mrs Jones, but I 'm a

complete beginner on this machine.
l. So it was all total confusion in the

departure lounge.

m. That would give them an unfair

advantage.

n. No problems.'We soon reached an

agreement about the loan.

o. They are obviously exacr opposites.

+ noun partnerships from the exercise:
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

a.. . . . . . . . .  d iet
a complete

an.. .  . .  advantage
a permanent

16.
17.
18.
1,9.
20.

remote

. . . .  f ru i t
an uniortunate
a serious
avery . . . .memory total



12.1 Noun Col locat ions 2
Sentence Cards 1

Read out the beginning of the sentence and try to find how it ends. Each sentence ends with a noun. When you have
linished the activity, try to find other nouns to complele the sentences. lt is almost ¡mpossible!

I

-I

¡

t

I

¡

t

-I

¡

f

I

¡

¡

f

E
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E
E
E
E
E
E
E
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E
F
L

I
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I think that the experience
of living in a foreign country
broadens

I love your new hairstyle.
Is that the latest

! .your own Duslness.

fabric.

place?

fashion?

your mind.

drink.

mess.

wlnters.

persuasion.

tastes.

was warm for l

don't usually have

Don't ask who this letter is from.
Just mind

At first David wouldn't agree,
but he changed his mind after
some gentle

It feels' just like silk. You'd never
know it was an artificial

Champagne? Caviar?
hotels? He must have

5 star
expensive

I'm driving, so no
me. I ' l l  just have

alcohol for
a soft

I'd like to go to the Cannes film
10 festival this year. When does it

take

It's high time you tidied your
room. It's in a dreadful

The weather
January. \il/e

mild
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12.2 Noun Col locat ions 2
Sentence Cards 2

Read out the beginning of the sentence and try to find how it ends. Each sentence ends w¡th a noun. When you have
finished the activity, try to find other nouns to complete the sentences. lt ¡s almost ¡mposs¡ble!

1
How do you think up such
amazing stories? You must
have a vivid

Thanks for everything.
You've given us lots of helpful

rX/ithout Barbara's technical
knowledge, we'd never have
solved

A sharp knife in the hands of a
little child can be a lethal

I couldn't follow what
saying. He had such a

weapon.

rmagrnatlon.

relative.

decision.

welcome.

friend.

advice.

failure.

accént.

he was
strong

\7hen we arrived at our uncle's
nouse, we were grven a warm

The recent attempt to climb K2
ended in complete

She's not a member of the family
I know well. Just a distant

I've known Bob
get along well.

for years and we
He's a very close

the problem.

'We hadn't planned to go aw^y
10 this weekend.

It was a last-minute

: : :



12.3 Noun Col locat ions 2
Follow-up

Match the statements and questions in
natural responses. Then underline the

1. Will there be enough snow for skiing
this year?

2. Look at the way that man's driving.
That's dangerous!

3. \ü/e don't really know where to
stay in Barcelona.

4. Look at those horrible boots that girl's
wearing!

5. I'm sorry bur you have to be 18 years old
to buy alcohol in this bar.

6. IX/hy do we have to do so much
pronunciation work in class ?

7. \X/hat a surprise! You're going to Dublin
for the weekend.

8. How well do you know Linda Smith at
the office?

9. 'Víhy won't the word processor print
this document?

10. Could we have some information on
the Reading Rock Festival?

11. \When I arrived at Cathy's house, she k.
treated me like a total stranger.

'1,2. Do you think she's really telling the L
whole ffuth?

13. 'Who was that handsome young man m.
I saw you with last night?

14. Ilhat a night! The party was a disasrer. n.
Only a handful of guests turned up.

15. You'll never see Karen wearing cotton or o.
wool. She insists on silk and cashmere.

Complete these important noun
L6. very expensive

each short dialogue below with the most
important word partnerships.

a. You've missed it. It took place last month.
Better luck next year!

b. Didn't you know? They are the latest
fashion.

c. Let's look in the manual and see if we
can solve the problem.

d. So, she didn't give you a very warm
welcome.

e. I'm not going to tell you, so mind
your own business!

f. There will be, as long as we don't have
another mild winter.

g. Go to the tourist office.They gave us
some very helpful advice.

h. I'm not sure. I know she's got a very
vivid imaginat ion.

i. Because you've all got very strong accents.
That's why!

j. \le only booked it yesterday. It was a
last-minute decision.
She must have very expensive taste in
clothes.

She's a good colleague, but not a close
friend.

In his hands, a car's a lethal weaDon.

Just keep well clear!
$lell, in rhat case, I ' l l  just have a soft
dr ink.

It wasn't a complete disaster. I had a
great time.

collocations from the exercise abové:

i

I

I
I

I
I

r t
I

I
I

I
I

I' I

t
I

I
I
I

I
I

I
I

Ia

, t

I

17. a close
18. the latest
19. a.  . . .winter

21,.
22.
23.
24.

a very . . . . .  welcome
a.. . .  d isaster
a, . . . . . . . .weapon

20. a soft
very helpful
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1 3.1 Condit ionals Type 1
Sentence Cards 1

Read out the first part of the conditional sentence and try to find the ending. When you have finished, underline the verbs
in each half. Then try to fin¡sh the sentences in other ways.

If she doesn't get a good night's

If the weather's fine. take the day off work.

sleep, she can try again next year.

It's easy. If you push this bufton, all the plants are going to die.

If you take another week
work,

you're going to have an accident.

I f  you heat water to 100oc,

Careful! Unless you slow down,

Unless it rains soon,

the boss will definitely fire you.

she's always tired in the
mornings.

it boils.

we can go to the coast
tomorrow.

the camera rewinds
automatically.

off

f

g

She's clever, and provided
works hard.

she

=

=
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If you still feel awful tomorroq she'll do well.

10 
If she doesn't pass the exam this
yea\



13.2 Condit ionals Type 1
Follow-up

j Exercise 1
Match the first and second parts

1. Give Mary my regards

2. If you keep pulling the cat's tail,

3. Of course you put on weight

4. Unless the taxi  arr ives soon,

5. You have ro rrain regularly

6. If you promise ro come home by 11,

7. l'll pick up the shopping on the way home

8. Provided a car is serviced regularl¡

9. The next-door neighbours will complain

10. If you go on earing those chocolates,

1 l .  I t  should arr ive tomorrow morning

12. lf you have ro work late tonight,

13. The bank will repossess the car

14. Bel-rave yourself! If you're a good girl,

15. If you've done the work,

Exercise 2

of the sentences below:

a. if you want to stay in the first team.

b. you'l l make yourself i l l .

c. unless I pay back the loan.

d. it never b¡eaks down.

e. if you see her at the weekend.

f. you'l l pass the exam.

g. if you send it express.

h. we're going to be late for the party.

i. if you eat chips all day.

j. you can have an ice-cream.

k. if I f inish work early.

l. she'l l scratch you.

m. if you play that music so

n. phone to say when you'l l

o. you can go to the disco.

Ioudly.

be home.

lil
'q

EÍ

'  ' t

cl

change the following sentences so that each contains the word unless:
1. You won't get in if you don't have a ticket.

2. The match will be off if the weather doesnt clear up.

3. I won't get the job if I don't pass my driving test.

4, If your English doesn'r improve, you'll fail the exam!
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14.1 Condit ionals Type 2
Sentence Cards

Read out the first part of the cond¡tional senlence and try to f¡nd the ending. When you have finished, underl¡ne the verbs
in each half. Then try to finish the sentences in other ways.

6 I f I
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Late again! If you didn't stay up
so Iate.

If you were really ill,

If my English was
perfect,

absolutely

If his hair wasn't so long,

the house of our

If people didn't
this road,

drive so fast on

I  I  r  |  |  l  ._t

nao my adoress DooK wltn me,
: l

7 If we won the lotter¡

If Maria stayed in Britain for
vear.

9 If the weather wasn't so awful. he'd look much smarter.

her English would really
lmprove.

we could buy
dreams.

you'd be able to get up in the
mornings.

there wouldn't be so many
accidents.

we could sit outside in the
ga rden.

I could get a job as an
interpreter.

I'd be able to phone her.

h I'd love to do more cooking.

10 If I had the time. I'd be more sympathetic.



{ 14.2 Condit ionals
Follow-up
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Exercise 1

Match the first and second Parts

1. If we had some better players,

2. I could give you a lift home

3. If Robert did a little more practice,

4. I wouldn't feel so nervous

5. If we spoke perfect English,

6. You would feel much healthier

7. If my feet weren't so big,

8. You'd make friends

9. lf I were you,

10. I 'd real ly appreciate i t

11. He could look much smarter

12. If Anna did the necessarY work'

13. She wouldn't think you were boring

1,4. If I had the confidence,

L5. I'd decorate the kitchen

of the sentences below:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

o
D'

h.

i .

j .

k .

l .

m.

n.

I wouldn't have a problem buying shoes.

if you didn't drive so fast.

she might get a good pass.

if my car wasn't at the garage.

we'd have a chance of winning the cup.

if you helped more around the house.

I 'd try windsurf ing

if you took a little more exercise.

we wouldn't have to do these exercises'

if you were a little more sociable.

if you didn't talk about computers all the time.

he'd be an excellent guitarist.

if I had more free time.

I'd be very careful what you say to him'

o. if he took more interest in clothes.

!

Exercise 2

Filt in the spaces in this text with suitable verbs:

Don't you think people use rhe word IF too much? They are always saying things like: IF we

more money, IFwe.. . . . .  in a biggerhouse, [Fyou a better job,  IFwe

aftordtogoroFlor idaonhol iday,  IFonlywe.. . . . .acar l ikethepeoplenextdoor '

IF schools better, IF there no waiting lists for hospitals, IR IR IF! If people

dream. we . . . . . . '  need the word IF!



1 5.1 Condit ionals:Type3
Sentence Cards
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Read out the first part of the conditional sentence and try to find tne ending. wnen you have f¡nished, underline tn"G6lin each half. Then try to f¡nish the sentences in other wavs.

If Jane hadn't srayed out in the
sun so long, we'd never have met each other.
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If my parents had
money,

had more

few

followed

If Mike and Cathy had got
married.

If we hadn't gone to Jackie's
party.'

they wouldn't have stayed
together so long.

he wouldn't have got into
trouble.

you would have enjoyed
yourself.

she wouldn't have got sunburnt.

I'm sure he would have
regretted it.

they could have sent me to a
better school.

d

If we'd
minutes

arrived just a
earlier,

Stupid man! If he'd
t .our aovlce.

{
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If I hadn't spenr every night at
the disco'

He's happy now, but if he'd
accepted the job,

If you had remembered to bring
the road map,

lt was a gre^t party. If you'd
gone,

we might have caught the train.

I might have done better in my
exams.

g

t0 we wouldn't have got lost.



I 15.2 Cond¡t¡onals Type 3
Follow-up

Exercise 2
We sometimes use similar conditionals in situations where we regret that

something has not happened. Can you match these disasters with the condition?

1. If only we hadn't gone swimming! 5. If only we'd switched off the cooker!

2. If only I 'd seen the red light! 6. If only I 'd gone to the dentist!

3. If only I 'd called in the electrician! 7. lf only I hadn't eaten that cake!

4. If only we'd taken enough money! 8. If only we had set the alarm!

Exercise 1
Match the first and second parts of the sentences below:

1. If Robert had been wearing a crash helmet, a. I 'd have been in real trouble.

2. Barbara might have passed her exam interview b. if you hadn't eaten those shellf ish.

3. If the weather had been better last weekend, c. he wouldn't have been killed.

4. I could have met you at the airport d. if you hadn't taken our raincoats.

5. If I 'd known this hotel was so awful, e. we might have gone to the seaside.

6. '!le would have arrived at the party by now f. if I'd known how much petrol it uses.

7. If you'd remembered to lock the car door, g. we wouldn't be looking for a room now!

8. She might have accepted our offer h. if you hadn't spent so long in the bath.

9. If the boss had discovered I'd taken the day off, i. I 'd never have booked the holiday.

10. You wouldn't have got food poisoning j. if I 'd known yon were arriving today.

11. Iwould neverhave boughtthiscar k.  i fyouhadn' tbeenso impat ient .

12. lf you had listened to me in the first place, l. it wouldn't have been stolen.

13. I wouldn't have gone to Paul's party m. if she'd done more speaking practice.

14. We would have got soaked n. if you'd paid me.

15. If you had booked in advance, o. we wouldn't be in this mess now.

!

a. an accident
e. food poisoning

b. electrocuted
f. stung by jellyfish

c. a fire d.
g. toothache h.

missed the plane
pay the hotel bili
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1 6.1 Condit ionals Mixed
Sentence Cards

Read out the first part of the conditional sentence and try to find the ending. When you have finished, underline the verbs
in each half. Then try to finish the sentences ¡n other ways.

If I hadn't stopped to help her
change a tyre,

I f  you haven't asked her out yet,

If we're going to catch that train,

If you were thinking of applying
for that iob in accounts,

we'd better get a move on!

why don't you fax them?

we'd better get a couple of
bottles of wine.

d you never will.

If you won't tell me what's
wrong,

It must
there.

be three the afternoonln

If we're having them
dinner.

we'd never have
place.

met in the first

how do you expect me to help
you?

try to do it quietly!

why didn't you say?

over for

8

If you knew you couldn't come
on the 16th.

If you're having no luck getting
through on the phone,

If it's nine o'clock in the
morning here,

If you must practise the trumpet
in your room,

10 don't bother - it's gone.



16.2 Condit ionals Mixed
Follow-up

l .

Exercise 1

Match the first and second Parts

1.. If we'd caught the earlier train,

2. You wouldn't be feeling sick

3. I f  I 'd known You were in town,

4. I'd offer to helP

5. If you had your keYs when You left,

6. It might be quicker

7. If you won't make an effort,

B. Don't  r ing

9. If you're staying in Milan an extra week,

10. Everything should be fine

11. l f  you ask me,

72. l'd better take an umbrella

13. If you knew she was a vegetarian,

14. Why did you order the caviat

15. If Angela had married Pierre'

Exercise 2

In the following examPles does

1,. I 'd never seen anYthing like it '

2. \We'd just gone out.

3. You'd love it.

4. How'd they got there?

5. It 'd never crossed mY mind!

6. I think I'd ignore the letter.

of the sentences below:

a. she'd be living in the South of France now'

b. if You get a taxí to the airPort'

c. we'd be in Edinburgh bY now'

d. if you hadn't eaten so much chocolate'

e. how do you exPect to succeed?

f. if you've only got a fiver to spend?

g. you'd better pack some more clothes'

h.  i f  i t 's  going to rain again.

i. you'd be mad to spend {30,000 on a car!

j .  unless i t 's  urgent.

k. we could have gone out for a meal'

l. providing we don't Panic.

m. then where could you have lost them?

n. if I thought it would do anY good'

o. why did you give her roast chicken?

'd mean utould or had?

7. lü7hat'd you do?

8. S7hat'd you done?

9. They'd iust about given uP hoPe'

10. They'd love that!

11. \¡(¡ho'd know?

L2. She'd believed him.

a
, ' f
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Sect ion 3
Rephrasing Act iv i t ies

The activities in this section require learners to reformulate sentences according to
suggested structural patterns. Lessons 17 and 18 ask learners to transform non-
modal expressions into expressions using modal verbs. Lesson 18 includes a
number of modal verbs followed by the perfect - must haue done, might haue done
etc. Lesson 19 practises reported speech using say, tell, and ask and Lesson 20 the
use of more complex reporting verbs - admit, refuse, and demand. Lessons 21 -
23 revise many of the structural transformations typically tested in many
examinations.

Lesson 17: Modal Verbs 1
Lesson 18: Modal Verbs 2
Lesson 19: Reported Speech
Lesson 20: Reporting Verbs
Lesson 21: Sentence tansformations 1
Lesson 22: Sentence Transformations 2
Lesson 23: Sentence tansformations 3
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17.1 Modal Verbs
Sentence Cards 1

1

Say these sentences in another way using the modal g¡ven.
Can you make more sentences of a similar pattern?

1 '!íhat about going to PizzaExpress this evening? shall

I

2 I'm sure this is the restaurant we ate at. must

3 This definitely isn't the réstaurant we ate at. can

4 Maybe this is the house we're looking for. could

5 I want to leave the room. may

<{

. 6 Please help me with my bags. would

T 7 You are not allowed to smoke in this building. must

I Saturday tomorrow! It isn't necessary for me to get up early. have to

9 She is able to play the guitar really well. . can

will10 ['m sure we're going to have good weather tomorrow.

I
tr--



17.2 Modal Verbs 1
Sentence Cards 2
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Say these sentences in another way using the modal given.
Can you make more sentences of a similar pattern?

Please have lunch with us on Sunday. would

rnere ls someone at the door. Perhaos it's Susan. might

'\üü'e've finished. It isn't necessary to do any more work. need

9 times 9 makes 9L? I'm sure that's wrong. must

Why don't we see a film this evening? shall

Yes, it's OK for you to leave early. can

Her advice to me was "Don't work too hard" should

.8 Is it possible for you to lend me f,20? could

It was necessary for me to work all day last Saturday. ' have to

10 {,35 for two hamburgers? I'm sure this bill isn't right. can



17.3 Modal Verbs
Sentence Cards 3

1
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Say these sentences in another way using the modal given.
Can you make more sentences of a similar pattern?

1 She was able to play the guitar when she was eight years old. could

I was told to work late at the office yesterday. have to

I
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¡
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3 Those bags look heavy. Let me help you. can

4 You worry too much. My advice to you is "Relax" should

I
¡

F¡

¡
T

5 It's not a good idea to eat so much chocolate. should

I insist you say sorry to him. must

7 It isn't possible for me to meet you this evening. can

I I'm going to give up smoking in the New Year. will

9 There is a possibility of better weather tomorrow. might

10 I've finished my exams. It isn't necessary for me to study any more. have to

¡
I



17.4 Modal Verbs 1
Follow-up
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Rephrase the following sentences using the modal verb given:

1. Why don't we have a quiet evening at home? shall

2.l'm sure this isn't the street where Kate lives. can

3. Maybe your glasses are in the bathroom. could

4. Is it all right if I use the phone? may

5. You are not allowed to buy cigarettes if you're under 18. must

have to6. It isn't necessary for you to do any more work today.

F
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7. She is an excellent guitarist but a terrible singer. can/ can

8. Do stay for dinner this evening. would

9. Yes, of course it's OK to use the phone. can

10.It's a good idea for you to get more sleep. should

11. Let me help you to push the car. can

12. I'm never going to arrive late again. will

:l
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13.I 'm certain this is the street where Kate l ives. must

14. My advice to you is "Don't be too optimistic" should

15. ['m sure you're going to have a wonderful time.

-- f ,J

will
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18.3 Modal Verbs 2
Sentence Cards 3

Say these sentences in a different way using the modal g¡ven.

i

I
7 Come round this evening and have a drink with the family. would

; 2 In the past, there wasn't so much tra.ffic on this road. used to

I recommend the exhibition at the British Museum. must

I don't believe the car has run out of petrol. It was full yesterday. can

Now don't worry. I'm sure to remember our appointment. wont

It wasn't necessary for me to work late last night. have to

ought toI don't like Anna's parties but it would be rude not to go.

i l
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I can't find my keys. Perhaps I dropped them ih the strdet. might

Dave knows how to play the piano but not how to read music.
can
can

10 What do you think Anna is doing? Lying on a hot sunny beach? might



1A.4 Modal Verbs 2
Follow-up

Rephrase the following sentences using the modal verbs in bold type:

1. I refuse to go to Anna's party - and that's final! won't

2. You haven't had lunch? Then I'm sure you're very hungry. must

3. Jenny hasn't turned up. I'm certain she hasn't forgotten our appointment. can

4.My doctor insists that I avoid all fatty foods. have to

could5. I'm sorry it wasn't possible for me to meet you at the airport.

f.n
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6. I think it's a good idea for women to be paid more than men. should

7. In the past, Joe smoked 40 cigarettes a day. used to

8. I suggest we stop at abar for a drink. could

9. I sent the letter last week so I'm sure Tohn has received it. must

10. What's that noise? > Maybe it's the children playing upstairs. might

11. Relax! I'm confident we're going to arrive in good time for the concert. will

12. I don't recognise this street. Maybe we took a wrong turning. '  may

It 's Saturday night. What do you suggest we do? shalltrft 13.

z
2 14'

z
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I wish I hadn't eaten all those shellfish. should

You can relax because there's no oblieation to write any more. have to



1 9.1 Reported Speech
Sentence Cards 1

Say these sentences ¡n another way using the prompt at the end of the line. Pay particular attention to the verb tenses and
oronouns.

I always eat lots of fresh fruit and salad. She said ....

2 I won't have enough time to finish this job. He said ....

Could you help me with my luggage? She asked me ....

Are you going anywhere at the weekend? Thev asked us ....

Don't worry! She told him ....

'!íe must leave soon. They said ....

l l

I t  s Deen a long t lme slnceI had such a good meal. She said ....

\lhat time does the party start? They asked us ....

Do you know who the principal of the college is? He asked me ....

10 The weather mayget much worse tomorrow. He told us ....



a
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Say these sentences in another way using the prompt at the end of the line. Pay particular attention to the verb tenses and
¡ pronouns.

I

A I I can get home on my own.

I
¡

A 2 'We haven't been to the art gallery for ages. They said ....

a
;t
I 3 'S7hen did you leave the house this morning? He asked me ....

I 
4 I ' l l  think about it. He said ....

19.2 Reported Speech
Sentence Cards 2

She said ....

I
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5 I think I should have phoned my mother. She said ....

6 You should cut down on your smoking. The doctor told him ....

7 Do you understand the rules of reported speech? He asked me ....

'S7'hen will I see you again? She asked him ....
= lB
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9 'We're going on holiday tomorrow. They said ....

10 \X/ait here until I get back. . She told him ....



19.3 Reported Speéch ' t-' ¡'=
Follow-up

Rephrase the following sentences using the words in bold tvpe:

1. We were in Edinburgh last week.

They told us . . .

2.  She can' t  have lef t  without saying goodbye.

He said

3. Don't phone me at the office again.

She told him . .

4. 'S7ould you move your car, please?

He asked me . . .

5. I'm going to finish the decorating tomorrow

Hesaid . . . . . :

6. '$7here can I find information about museums in Madrid?

Sheaskedme..  ; . . . .

7. Emma hasn't eaten anything all day.

Emma's mother said . .

8. Why can't you come to my party?

Sally asked me . .

9. I don't know mv wav round San Francisco.
r  l .
JU|ra Saro

10. Are you leaving as soon as the course finishes?

Anna asked me. .

11. \7e haven't watched any TV for ages.
FFI ' Ir ney salo

12. How long will you stay in Baltimore?

She asked me . .

13. I  can run 100 metres in 11 seconds.

Robert told me

14. Be careful!

James told his son . .

15. How f luent is your English?

My boss asked me . . .



2ro^.1 Report ing Verbs
Sentence Cards 1

Say these sentences in another way using the words at the end of the line. Pay particular attention to the verb tenses and
pronouns.

I know you can do it. Take the exam again. He / encourage

. 2 The accident was all my fault. She / admit

That's a very elegant suit you're wearing, Sonia. He / compliment

, 4 
.Síell 

done! You've got great exam results. She/congratulate/him

He / demandI want to speak to the manager - NO\7!
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Shall we have quiet evening at home? She / suggesta

- 7 There's no way I'm going on holiday with mum and dad. He / refuse

Oh please! Let me go Sharon's party, mum. She / begto

No, it wasn't me. I didn't eat the last chocolate biscuit. He /deny

10 Those bags look very heavy. Can I give you a hand? She / offer / him



! zto-.2 Report ing Verbs
Sentence Cards 2

Say these sentences in another way using the words at the end of the line. eay particular attention to the verb tenses andpronouns.

Could you tell me the way ro the city cenrre? She / want to know

2 Now don't forget to lock all the doors and windows. He/remind/her

3 \7ould you like to come fór lunch on Sunday? She/ invi te/me

No, put your money away. I'll pay for the drinks. He / insist

Don't cross the road here. It's dangerous. She/warn / them

That's very kind of you. rVhat a lovely present! Hel thank/her

If I were you, I'd be very careful what you say to her. She/advise/ them

late.so He / apologiseI'm very sorry I'm

Dón't worry. I'll definitely be there at 8.00pm. She / promise

10 'v7hat about going for e meal to rhat new chinese restaurant? He / suggest



2(J-.3 Report ing Verbs
Follow-up

Rephrase the following sentences using the words given:

1. Excellent! That was a lovelv dinner. Robert. She / compliment

2 Does anyone know who this car belongs to? He / want to know

3. Don't forget to set your alarm clock for 6.00am. She/remind/him

4. Careful! Don't touch those plates. They're very hot. He/warn/them

5. Shall we stop for a coffee break? She / suggest

6. You haven't got the car today? I could give you a lift home. }{e/of fer /me
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7. 'V7e're having a party on Sunday evening. Try to come along. She/ invi te/us

8. I' l l definitely get my hair cut this week. He / promise

9. Yes. it was me. I ate the last chocolate biscuit. She / admit

10. I'm so sorry I forgot about our appointment. He / apologise

11. It's disgusting! I'm not going to eat any more. She / refuse

12.l'm not to blame. I never used the office phone for personal calls. He / deny

13. If I were you, I'd spend 
^ 

yeaf abroad before university. Heladvise/her

14. !7e can't go yet. I want to see every picture in the gallery before leaving. I / insist

15. I'm tired. Why don't we wash the dishes in the morning?

L,3-

She / suggest



21 .1 Sentence Transformations 1
Sentence Cards 1

Rephrase these sentences us¡ng the prompts. Discuss which suggest¡ons are the closest in meaning to the or¡g¡nal
sentences. Can you make other sentences using the same patterns?

'We've been living in Liverpool for
two years.
> We moved .  .  . .

Because of the fog, the plane
couldn't take off.
> The fog prevented . . . .

Shall we stop for lunch?
>What. . . .

I 'd prefer you to wear a
different tie.
>I 'drather. . . .

Bananas can't possibly be grown in
such a cold climate.
>I t 's impossible. . . .

If Dad hadn't given Sally the
money, she couldn't have gone into
business.
> Without.  .  . .

I'm sorry I didn't
advice.
>Iwish.. . .

take my mother's

If you do that again, I'll hit you.
>Dont. . . .

This is the most delicious meal I've
18 ever had.

>I 'venever. . . .

Jane hasn't made much progress
school.

I put on the heating because
very cold.
>I twasverycold. . . .

The car needs servicing
go on holiday.
>Imusthave.. . .

rt was

11

12

13

14

15

Although she didn' t  have the
qualifications, Donna got the job.
>Despi te. . . .

'S7e can't buy a new car because we
don't have enough money.
>I fwe.. . .

'We couldn't find out what was
wrong with the car.
> We didnt succeed in . . . .

166

177

I

199

He drove so fast that he frishtened
us,
> He was

He is believed to be an
international criminal.
>People. . . .

before we

It's difficult for older people
learn a language.
> Older people have . . . .

Jane plays the guitar better than
I do.
>Ican' t . . . .

to

> Jane has only . . . .

Operating this computer isn't
difficult.
>I t isnt . .

10 20
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If we had enough money. we could

>Although.. . .
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21 .2 Sentence Transformations 1
Sentence Cards 2

Rephrase lhese senlences using the prompts. Discuss wh¡ch suggestions are the closest in meaning to the or¡ginal
sentences. Can vou make other sentences usinq the same patterns?

We moved to Liverpool2 years
ago.
>We've.. . .

It was very cold so I put on the
heating.
>Iput. . . .

The fog prevented the plane from
taking off.
>Because.. . .

'$fhat about stopping for lunch?
>Shal l  . . . .

I 'd rather you wore a different tie.
>I 'dprefer. . . .

It 's impossible to grow bananas
such a cold climate.
> Bananas cant.  .  .  .

11

12

133

144

18

19I

Despite not having the
Donna got the job.

qualificatio

ln

5

buy a new car.
>Wecant. . .

'$7e didn't succeed in finding out
what was wrong with the car.
>Wecouldn' t  . . . .

He was such a fast driver that he
frightened us.
>Hedrove.. . .

People bel ieve that he is
international criminal.
>Heis. . . .

I must have the car serviced before
we go on holiday.
> The car needs . . . -

Older people have difficulty
learning a language.
>It 's . . . .

I can't play the guitar as well as
10 Jane does.

>Janeplays. . . .

\flithout her Dad's
15 couldn't have gone

>If . . . .

mone¡ Sally
into business.

I wish I'd taken my mother's
16 advice.

> I 'm sorry.  . .  .

7 17 Don't do that again
>If . . . .

or I ' l l  hit  you.

I 've never had such a delicious
meal.
>This is. . . .

Jane has only made
at school.
>Janehasn' t . . . .

a little progress

It isn't difficult to operate
computer.

this
20

>Operat ing. . . .



21 .3 Sentence Transformations 1
Follow-up
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Rephrase the following sentences using the words given:

1. Julia has been working for this company for six years.

Jul ia started. .  .

2. Although Robert wasn't feeling well, he went to work.

Despite
a r  r -  I  I  I  '  |  |  I  .  |  |J. l  can t  unoerstano nrm Decause ne speaKs so qulcKly.

I fhedidn' t . . . .

4. It was such an awful meal that we complained to the waiter.

The meal

5. My dress needs dry-cleaning before the party.

I must have

6. I suggest we have a coffee break.

What

7. 'We arrived late, so we missed the beginning of the concert.

If we hadn't

8. It was the most difficult exam I'd ever taken.
f r  Ir o never

f r  'T ' t  I  f  | |  |y. lne sun was very strong so we put on plenty ot sun-Dlock.

We put

L0. I 'd rather

I'd prefer

you didn't smoke in the kitchen.

11. Hotel guests must vacate their bedrooms by 11.00am.

Bedrooms

12.I regret not staying on at college to take my finals.

I wish

1,3. Margaret plays much more skilfully than Tony.

Tony doesn't

14. We'll have to leave without him if he doesn't arrive soon.

Unless

15. People say this

This restaurant

restaurant is the best in town.



22.1 Sentence Transformations 2
Sentence Cards 1
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Is it all right if I leave the room?
>May..

I 'm sorry I  can' t  come
tonight.
>Iwish. . . .

It was such a high shelf that Ralph

2
z
z

=e
:z
=

:¡

a
a
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!

Rephrase these sentences using the prompts. Discuss which suggestions are the closest in meaning to the original
senlences. Can you make other sentences using the same patterns?

Unless you do some revision, you
won't pass your exam.
>If . . . .

The accident happened because the
driver didn't see rhe red lieht.
>I f . . . .

I last wenr ro a football match
when I was at school.
>Ihavent. . . .

The police arrested the escaped
prisoner Iast night.
> The escaped prisoner . . . .

Nicola can swim faster than anyone
eise at the club.
>Nobody.. . .

11

12

13

144

15

16

to the disco

couldn't reach it.
> The shelf was too

There was no need for you to work
late last night.
>Youdidnt. . . .

It is years since Jane
>Jane hasnt. . . .

visited Spain. 17 Can you tel lme
> Can you tell

how long the pool is?
methe.. . .

18

19I

20

John spoke to his
taking the job.

Johndidnt. . . .

girlfriend before This is the first time
all-night party.
>I 'venever. . . .

I 've been to an

I'd rather you didn't put your dirty
feet on the sofa.
> Would you mind . . . .

tVhat is the meaning of anxious?
>Whatdoes.. . .

'We don't intend to live in this
house permanently.
>Wehave.. . .

I regret not apologising to her
sooner.
>Ishould. . . .

Tracey thought the election result
was very surprlslng.
>Traceywas.. . .

It takes an hour to fly from
Brussels to London.
>It is. . . .

If you eat more,
>Themore.. .

you get fatter.

10

. ¡
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22.2 Sentence Transformations 2
Sentence Cards 2

sentences. Can you make other sentences using the same paflerns?

11

122

13

14

15

166

177

18

If you don't do some revision, you
won't pass your exam.
>Unless. . . .

If the driver had seen the red light, the
accident wouldn't have happened.
> The accident happened . . . .

May I leave the
>Isi t

room?

I haven't been to a football match
since I was at school-
>I last . . . .

The escaped prisoner was arrested
by the police last night.
>Thepol ice. . . .

I wish I could come
tonight.
> I 'm sorry.  .  .  .

reach.
> It was such

You didn' t  need
night.
> There was . .

Jane hasn't visited
>It is. . . .

to the disco

to work late last
The more you
>Ifyou.. . .

eat, the fatter you get.

Spain for years. Can you tell me the length of the
l lpool l

> Can you tell me how

John didn't take the fob until
had spoken to his girlfriend.
>John spoke.. . .

NTould you mind not putting your
dirty feet on rhe sofa?
>I 'drather. . . .

What does anxious mean?
>What is. . . .

he

9

Nobody at the club can swim as
fast as Nicola.
> Nicola can swim .

Tracey was very surprised by the
election result.
>Traceythought. . . .

to London.
> It takes .

The shelf was too high for Ralph to It is a one-hour flight from Brussels

I 've never been to an all-night party
before.
> This is the

\le have no intention of living in
19 this house permanently.

>Wedont. . . .

I should have
20 sooner.

> I regret not
10

apologised to her



22.3 Sentence Transformations 2
Follow-up

Rephrase the following sentences using the words given:

1. Ivfay I  use the car tonight?

Is it all right

2. Robert got here so late, he missed dinner.

If

3. I 'd love to have a little more money.

I wish

4. repairing the road outside the house.They are

The road

5. Barbara was very

Barbara thought

bored by the party.

6. Do you know how far it is from Seattle to Vancouver?

Do you know the
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7. I'm sorry I didn't phone you yesterday.

I should

8. You won't get into the first team squad if you don'r train harder.

Unless

9. She wouldn't give an explanation for her absence.

She refused

10. The less you eat, the slimmer you get.

If

11. 'We 
moved to this street six years ago.

We've

72.

13.

It was such a big

The sofa was too
'Vle walked 10km

sofa we couldn't get it into the living room.

. /
before sropping for a break.

We didn't

14. I don't object to people smoking in restaurants.

I 've no

15. Nobody in the family could eat as much as Antony.

Antony
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23.1 Sentence Transformations 3
Sentence Cards 1

Rephrase these sentences using the prompts. Discuss which suggestions are the closest in meaning to the original
sentences. Can you make other sentences using the same patterns?

b

l'
\7e all thought Bill's story was very
amusing.
> We were all

The reason Grace didn't get the job
was because she was inexperienced.
>I f . . . .

David, you had better take some
vitamin pills with you.
> She advised .  .  . .

'We've never seen such beautiful
scenery before.
>This isthe.. . .

It looks as if nobody's at home.
> There doesn't seem . . . .

They're going to install new traffic
lights here.
> New traffic lights . . . .

The day was so dreadful that we
cancelled the trip.
>l twassuch.. . .

\7e had hoped the exhibition woul
be more interesting.
> The exhibition wasnt . . . .

Mary was the only student absent
from class.
>Apart . . . .

Do you know the height of that
skyscraper?
>Doyouknowhow.. . .

11
Darren left quickly so that he didn't
have to buy his friends a drink.
> Darren left quickly to . . . .

'S7e tried our hardest but couldn't
complete the crossword.
>However. . . .

Gail demanded to speak to the
manager.
>Gai l  insisted.. . .

12

13

144

15

16

17

18

19

John borrowed the
bank to buy a new
>Thebank.. . .

money from the
apartment.

-r

e
!tü

s

il
J
t._

'S7ould you like to go to the cinema
this evening?
>Dovoufancv.. . .

After three attempts we succeeded
in starting the car.
>Wemanaged.. . .

'$7ith a word processor, you could
write that much faster.
>I f . . . .

In comparison with
of living in the USA
> If you compare . .

Japan, the cost
is low

Your English seems to be
improving.
> It sounds as though . . . .

The last sentence. 'S7hat a relief!
>Iwas.. . .

10 20
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23.2 Sentence Transformations 3
Sentence Cards 2

Rephrase these sentences using the prompts. Discuss which suggestions are the closest in meaning to the original
sentences. Can you make other senlences us¡ng the same patterns?

'V7e were all very amused by Bill's
story.
> We all thought . . . .

If Grace had been experienced, she
would have got the job.
> The reason Grace didn't . . . .

She advised David to take some
vitamin pills with him.
> David. vou had .  .  .  .

This is the most beautiful scenery
we've ever seen,
> We've never seen . . . .

Darren left quickly to avoid buying
his friends a drink.
> Darren left quickly so . . . .

11

12
However hard we
couldn't complete
> We tried our . .

tried, we
the crossword.

13

14

15

16

18

19

Gail insisted on speaking to the
manager.
>Gai ldemanded.. . .

The bank lent John the money to
buy a new apartment.
>John.. . .

There doesn't seem
at home.
>It looksas.. . .

to be anybody Do you fancy
this evening?
> Would you

going to the cinema

l ike. . . .

177

New traffic lights are going to be
installed here.
>They're. . . .

It was such a dreadful day that we
cancelled the trip.
>Thed"y. . . .

The exhibition wasn't as interesting
as we had hoped.
>Wehadhoped.. . .

Apart from Mar¡ every student
was present in class.
>Marywasthe.. . .

After three attempts we managed to
start the car.
>Wesucceeded.. . .

If you had a word processor, you
could write that much faster.
>With. . . .

If you compare the
the cost of living in
> In comparison . .

USA with Japan,
the USA is low.

Do you know how high that
10 skyscraper is?

> Do you know the . .

It sounds as though your English is
improving.
> Your English seems to be . . . .

I was relieved it was the last
sentence.
> The last sentence! What . .

20
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23.3 'rr Sentence Transformations 3

Follow-up

Rephrase the following sentences using the words given:

1. She advised him to listen carefully to her instructions.

You'd

2. The weather seems to be improving.

It looks as

3. '\üle'd 
expected

There weren't

there to be more spectators at the match.

I

4. I left work early to

I left work early so

avoid getting held up in the rush-hour traffic.

5. This is the most disgusting coffee I've ever tasted.

I've never

6. Mary was the only guest not wearing casual clothes at rhe party.

Apart

7. Paul and George were always arguing but they remained good friends.

However much

8. I want to know the depth of the river at this point.

I want to know how

9. I was surprised

tiplets! What

to hear you're expecting triplets!

10. \X/e haven't got a phone so we have to use the public cal l  box.
Tf
I l  .  .  .

11. El len has got such a lot of money, she doesn't know how to spend it .

Ellen has got so

' lZ.They ought to have done the repairs by now.
,.r_tl

rne repalrs . . . .

13. Why don't we speak to the shop manager?

Francis suggested

14. Trains in Britain are very expensive compared to Italy.

In comparison .

15. If Leslie hadn't been

The traffic prevented

delayed in the traffic, she would be he¡e by now.

Leslie
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These lessons all require the learners to finish off incomplete sentences using

:A grammar and vocabulary prompts to help them. The activities are, therefore,

= slightly more open-ended than those in the previous secrions of this book. 
'With

learners who are not used to working in independent groups it may be better to
Z start them off with a straightfot-"rd matching activity fiom Section 2 before

U using the more challenging activities in this section. Lesson 24 - 26 all practise

- 
multi-verb sentences, complementation, and the -ing form v. the infinitive. Lesson

' 27 focuses on l ink words and t ime expr:essions.
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Complet ion Act iv i t ies

Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

24:
252
26:
27:

Sentence Completion 1
Sentence Completion 2
Gerund or Infinitive
Clause Completion
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24.1 Sentence Complet ion 1
Sentence Cards

Read out the sentence on your card. You must complete it with the phrase GO TO THE CINEMA. This means that you will
have to change the grammar of this phrase to f¡t your sentence.

I wish I had theIt 's so expensive.
money. .  .  .

He's a terrible director.
point . . . .

There's no

I don't want to go to the game.
prefer.  .  .  .

'$7hat shall we do tonight?
> I t  would be great

We haven't made any definite plans
for tonight,, but we . . . .

11 There's nobody
they.. . .

at home. Perhaps

12 I 'd love to come
notsurei f l . . .

with you but I'm

I 'd t3 \7hat shall we do tonisht?
> I suggest we

14

15

16

18

19

Saturday
when. .

or Sunday? I can't decide

I'd love to come
If I had the time,

but I'm too busy.
I . . . .

Ruth isn't coming. She thinks
is too exoensive.

Yes, why not? It's ages since we
Iast . . . .

No-one answered the phone when
cal led.  Mavbethev.. . .

Jan would rather stay at home.
She's never real ly l iked .  .  .  .

7 On Saturday nights, we always .  .  .  . 17 Are you doing anything tonight?
> No. but I'd reallv love

I'm tired of the disco. 'Why don't
we.. . .

Last night we watched TV instead

Geoffrey's wife doesn't allow

9
of

'S7e usually go
20 Friday nights,

we.. . .

to the game on
but this Friday

,i;ig¡:",

10 him
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24.2 Sentence Complet ion 1
Follow-up

Complete the following sentences with the correct form of GO TO THE CINEMA:

1. Thanks for the invitation. If I wasn't baby-sitting, I

2. Tonight's game has been cancelled, so why not . .

3. Joe's not sure what he's going to do tonight but he

4. Let's ask grandma if she wants to come. It must beyears since she last

5. Last night we

6. Joe and Anna

watched the game as well as . . .

usuallv stav at home at the weekends but this Saturdav thev

7. There's always such a lot to do. I wish I had the time .

8. It's no use inviting Tane. She never .

9. 'V7e all saw it yesterday so there's no point

10. Have you made any plans for this evening?

>'$7ell, it would be nice

1 1. Nobody is answering the phone. Perhaps they

12. Come on! You can afford it. It doesn't cost that much

13. I'm always so busy. If I had the time, I'd love

14. I'm glad you've got tickets the game because I really hate . .for

15.'S7hen we called at Monica's house, she wasn't at home. Maybe she



25.1 Sentence Complet ion 2
Sentence Cards

Readoutthesentenceonyour.card'Youmust-mptetei t* i tnt
have to change lhe grammar of this phrase to fit your sentence. l

I 'm not interested in watching the
game. Couldn' twe.. . .

tired
No, not tonight. I'm much too 122

we do133 Iüe must
for ages!

4 Come on, hurry up!
I t 's t imewe.. . .

There's nobody at home. They
mlgnr.  .  .  .

. . We haven't been

weekend?What are you doing this
> \7e're thinking of . . .

I've got to work late tonight, but
I 'd rather

My father said when he was a
young man everybody used to

19 Gerry prefers staying

16

7 I adore Humphrey Bogart, so I'm
17 Every Saturday nighr for the past

looking forward six years Sally

\7e had a great time last night but
you weren' t  there. You should

Sorr¡ I'm just too tired. I'd rather
we,. . .

18

in toI

My grandmother was always fond
of. . . .

I don't know what to do tonight.
>'$7el l ,  what about

11 
Barbara had already seen ir, so
we

She knew all about the big game
even though she. .  .  .

Not again! Can't
d i f ferenrfrom.. .

something

14 I wish I ., instead of the game.

15 lt's over a year since we last

10 20



25.2 Sentence Complet ion 2
Follow-up

Complete the following sentences with the correct form of GO TO THE CINEMA:

1. It starts in half an hour. Come on! If's time we

2. '$7e'll see you later. \7e're all looking forward to . . .

tickets for the big game tonight.

we.. .

1
J.

4.

I couldn't get

> In that case

\fe had a

> I know. I wish I

5. It must be over three months since we last

6. It's going to be boring sitting at home. I'd rather we . . .

7. Would you like to have dinner with us on Saturday night?

> I'm not sure if we can. We're thinkine of . . .

8. Oh no! I missed Tom Cruise last nieht. I knew I should

I 'm bored. Is there anything we can do tonight?

> How about

10. Each weekend, for the last six months, we

11. 'V7hen my mother was a child, she never used

12. Vith a baby in the famil¡ it's difficult

13. If Jack didn't go to the game, he might

14. Alison prefers watching TV

great time last night.

9.

15. No thanks. I've never been keen on
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h 26.1 Gerund or Inf in i t ive
Sentence Cards 1

Complete the sentence using a suitable ending. You will discover that you must use e¡ther the -ing form of the verb or the
inf initive - going or to go, getting ot to get.

Could you return that book I lent you?
> Sure, when I've finished . . . .

Anna tried to borrow money off her brother but he wasn't prepared

I'm so sorry about your antique cut-glass vase. I didn't mean

It's been a great holiday
forwardto. . . .

but now, after three weeks, I'm looking

Sorry. I know I should be l rmore punctuat.  I  promlse
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I've got terrible hiccups. They won't go away.
>'!íel l, why don't you try . . . .

I should warn you. Chris has a very short memory, so remind him

I Just a soft drink for me. My doctor says I have to cut down on

Have you heard the news?
Mary have finally decided

^fAfter being engagedfor six years, Steve and

10 Raymond is so boring! I wish he wouldn't keep on
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26.2 Gerund or Inf in i t ive
Sentence Cards 2

Complete the sentence using a suitable ending. You will discover that you musl use either the -rng form of the verb or the

Z infinitive - going ot to go, getting ot to get.

a
I 1 They told me at the g^rage that my old car wasn't worth . . . .

¡

¡

= 2 'We'd love to have a holiday this year but we can't afford . . . .

a
I rr.e ,,áve you made any plans for the weekend?
= r' > Yes, we've arranged . . . .

I

4 Oh no! It was mother's birthday yesterday and I forgot .'. . .

5 $7ould you like to come to the concert tonight?
> Sorry but I don't feel like . . . .

6 I wouldn't be so angry with him if he had apologised for . . . .

¡
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7 At first Rosie refused, but after a while we persuaded her . . . .

I These suitcases are so heavy. 'Would you mind . . . .

I \fhen we were little children, every night before going to sleep,
motherused.. . .

i
, i

. l
I

10 She spoke very quickly over the phone so I had great difficulty . . . . l



26.3 Gerund or Inf in i t ive
Sentence Cards 3

Complete the senlence using a suitable ending. You will discover that you must use e¡ther the -rng torm.f tne verb or the
infinitive - going or to go, getting ot to get.

Thank you. It's been a wonderful evening. I really enjoyed .

2 \üe thoughr we were going to arrive very late but we managed . . . .

3 What a horrible cough! If I were you I'd give up . . . .

I
I

I

I

a

I

4 That's enough work for one morning. Shall we stop . . . .

I
¡

¡
¡

t

You know what Alan's like. He'll never agree. So it's no use . .

\X/hen Lucy has finished her university course,she intends .

Life is difficult on onlv {,1,2.000 a year. That's why I'm interested in

I
I
I
)¡

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

: l
' l

I
, I
I
i

Not another grammar exercise! I really object to

Mr Brown wasn't at all happy after visiting his doctor. She had
advisedhim.. . .

What shall we do tonight? Any suggestions?10
> It would be wonderful
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26^.4 Gerund or Inf in i t ive
I
I

Follow-up

¡ Complete the following sentences in any way you like using the infiniti ve or -ing
I form of an appropriate verb:

I
l¡ 1. $600 for a pair of shoes! '$7ho on earth can afford

I
{ 2. Mrs Jones can't see you immediately so would you mind
¡l

= 3. Once Dave has made a decision he never changes his mind, so it's no use . .

=

A 
4. So your car won't start. -Why don't we try . . .

eF4,, 5. 'fhe best way to learn gerunds and infinitives is to keep on
e
= 6. You should have been here at 5.00. You'd better apologise for . .

z
7. 'V7hen my grandmother was a little girl she used .

2
2 8. It's all my fault. I never intended . .

¡

-t 
9. \7e'll need another {800 for the repairs to the roof. Any chance of persuading

¿

= the bank

-
- 10. Mv bank account is almost in the red. I'll have to cur down on . . .
e
e 11. Cath¡ you've saved my life! Thank you for reminding me . .

72. Fred refused to give up. After several attempts he succeeded in . .

a 13. That's typical of you! I've been waiting here in the rain for over an hour and you
{
'  promised

t
¡ 14. \7hat did you like best about your holiday?

¡ > \7ell, what we enjoyed most was

15. Only three more days to go. 'We're really looking forward to . . . I

¡

¡

¡

I



27.1 Clause Complet ion
Sentence Cards 1

Try to finish each sentence in two different ways using the words in bold type. You may use the words in brackets if you wish
or find your own way of completlng the sentences. You must, however, use one of the words or expressions given.

Paul continued to play his records loudly
(complain / complaints / neighbours)

despite
even though

I ' l l come and visit you this evening
(time / late / work / have to)

i f
unless

if
for

Margaretaskedme.. . .
(enjoy / another I parry / drink)

il
i
tf'

-l

I
a
I

I
I
-

!l1s

E

I
I,4

I

Tom is warm and sociable. Angela,
(be reserved, shy)

on the other hand
in contrast

The football match was cancelled
(weather I rain lawful / hard)

because of
AS

You should take an umbrella with you
(rainlwet/get)

rn case
so that

I justdon' tknow.. . .  :
(operate /  computer /  buy)

what
how

Leslie will be off work for six weeks
(language course I  want /  do)

in order
because

John tried to move the box, but it was
(weight / couldn't / heavy)

such
SO

1O 
Penny,l.yjr:d intensively for her finals
(pass / fai l  /  everyrhing)

As a result
Unfortunately



27.2 Clause Complet ion
Sentence Cards 2

Try to finish each sentence in two ditferent ways using the words in bold type. You may use the words in brackets if you wish
or find your own way of completing the sentences. You must, however, use one of the words or expressions given.

Hilary went to the office on Monday morning,
(feel / well)

although
in spite of

It was a long drive to Pauline's house. \7e didn't arrive
(after I  midrr ight /  t ime /  parry)

until
in

Frank works a twelve-hour day at his office.
(always / tired I full /energy)

Because of this
Despite this

James tried to follow Anna's instructions but they were
(difficult / couldn't / follow)

too
so'

who
what

So we have some guests tonight? Can you tell me
( invi te/cook/dinner)

a
I
I
a
I

=

a
a)

¡

-a

-
¡

z
-J

a
-¿

¡

¡

I
t
t
I
rI

-l

t
t
I
t
I
t
I

I

l

t
I

I

I can't find my contact lenses anywhere.
(do/ leave/them)

Do you know what
where

7 Ken's football team never did much training
(lose / win / championship)

Of course
However

See you for lunch tomorrow.
(arrive / bring / friend)

Phone and let us know when
if

Bill had lived in Spain for 6 years,
(make / mistakes / fluent / Spanish)

but
SO

I 'm sick and tired of people phoning me
(favourite / watch / TV programme)

during
while

10
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27.3 Clause Complet ion
Follow-up

Complete the following sentences and situations using one of the suggested
words or phrases:

L. Susan practised very hard for her driving test.

As a resuh / Howeuer / Unfortunately

2. On Sunday morning we went out for a long walk, .

despite / because / euen thougb

3. Yes, mother, of course I'l l come and visit you . .

uhen/ i f /unless

4. I'd advise you to take plenty of warm clothes with you

in case / as / so that

5. Richard had been away from work for two weeks -

so / in order / becawse

6. It took longer than we thought to drive to Detroit, and we didn't arrive

unt i l / in/when

Sally tried her best to understand the foreign language channel, but it was

too/swch/so

Harr¡ I'm coming to your party on Frida¡ but I don't know

who/when/what

9. Debbie was very inte¡ested in my travels in

how/i f /when

1,0. Sonia's garden party was on the hottest day

Despite this / Because of this / Of course

11.'S7e decided to wrire to the hotel well in advance

jwst in case / so that

1.2.I 've never had a hol iday in India
L..  t  , t  taesprte / euen tnougn

13. Davidt business has really grown.

Of course / Because of this

14. l' 'd have loved to accept your invitation . .

if
L5. There's a terrible shortage of good staff at the moment . . . .

abhough / in s¡tite of

,ia

.t

I
I

7.

8.

^a -  |  |  |
A¡nca, ano asKeo mc .  .  .

of the year. . - ,
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Section 5
Dictation Activit ies

--

=

= The activities in this section are very different from those in the other sections.

4 Learners listen to sentences - or in the case of lesson 32, a complete story - and
-{ fill in an answer sheet with a set of target word partnerships. Being able to
= recognise important word partnerships in a flow of discourse is a vital language

= learning skill and, when listening to English, learners need to be as aware of form
as content. [n lessons 29 and 30 learners are asked to listen for words which

= collocate with key verbs like make and do, giue and take, or haue and get.Inlesson

¡ 31 they listen for prepositional phrases, and in lesson 32 for phrasal verbs.

Lesson 28: Make and Do
Lesson 29: Give and Take
Lesson 30: Have and Get
Lesson 3L: Prepositional Phrases
Lesson 32: Phrasal Verbs

t
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28.1 Make and Do
Dictation Sentences

Í-

J

Iir

ir
Il

I

1. Joe sold his old Ford and made a profit of $60.

2. Come on, Jane! \Ve've been waiting 20 minutes. Please make a decision.

3. Alberto is always afraid of making mistakes when he speaks English.

4. I wish this house would clean itself. I hate doing the housework.

5. Next summe¡ we'd like to do an Italian course in Perugia.

6. Don't worry about your driving test. Just get in the car and do your best.

7. In Britain, young men don't have to do military service.

8. Our company does most of its business wirh European Union countries.

9. Do you mind waiting five minutes? I have ro make a quick phone call.

10. Her idea of pleasure is sitting in front of the TV doing nothing.

11.

12.

13.

1,4.

15.

76.

17.

18.

19.

20.

If you're interested in buying Jan's old car, why don't you make her an

The only thing that man is interested in is making money.

Do be quiet!  You're making a horr ible noise.

A weekend in Dublin sounds great. I' l l make some enquiries at the travel agency.

Fresh air and regular exercise always does you good.

Tony felt lonely when he first moved to Sydney but he soon made new friends.

Can I make a suggestion about lunch? rü7hy don't we phone for pizzas?

Don't make excuses! If you were more organised you would never be late.

At first Carlos thought English was impossible but now he's making progress.

Geoffrey's not at home. He's at the sports cenrre doing his keep-fit exercises.

offer?

T
I ;4,::r: : :-:rj:, -



28.2 Make and Do l
Answer Sheet

Make a note of the expressions you hear containing MAKE and DO:

-=

-t-t

-l¿

--a

a
.J
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-.{l

-a¿

-l¡

EI
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=
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MAKE DOMAKE DO



2A.3 Make and Do
Follow-up

Complete the following sentences using a word partnership with MAKE or DO'

Tiy to do this without looking at the expressions at the bottom of the page!

1. This house is in an awful mess. It's time I

2.l'm sorry to hear you're not feeling well. Drink this. It ' l l

3. You won't meet people sitting at home' Go out if you want to

4. Are you coming out or aren't you? 'S7e're waiting for you to . . .

5. Before Clare leaves for Madrid, she's going to . . .

6. Shut up! I'm trying to work but it's impossible when you're . . . .

7. lHow are we going to explain to the boss why we're so late?

> Don't  worry.  I ' l l  .  .  .

8. Albert's selling his video recorder but wants {300 for it!

> 'Wel l ,  why don't  you .  .

9. Andrew hates the idea of life in the army but all 18-year-olds have to . . .

10. '$fihen speaking, concentrate on communicating and don't worry about

11. It,s Saturday tomorrow and no work to do. 'We can just relax and

12. Pablo, how are you doing on your English course?

> It was very difficult at first but now I'm . .

13.Jobsat isfact ionmeanSmuchmoretomethan.

L4. You're putting on weight. If you want to burn it off you should

15. Don't go on! I know my driving isn't perfect but I'm

a decision / a noise / money / progress

DO
nothing / some housework / a Spanish
exercise I my best

/ mistakes / some excuse I an offet

military service / you good / some

/ friends

course /

!-E- t -



a
I
I
I
-l¿ 1. Always drive safely and never take unnecessary risks.

tl

2.lhaven't read it yet, but I did give it a quick glance.
=

-, 
3. Jonathan has taken some wonderful photos with his hew camera.

-¡

= 4. Our neighbours are giving a party this weekend and we're all invited.

A 5. 'We're in no hurry to get there, so you can slow down and rake your time.
-t¿

a_. 6. Mrs Davis gave us an interesting talk on her travels in Mexico.
¡¡a

7. Helen took a quick look round the apartment and decided she had to buy it.
I

= 8. I'm getting tired. Shall we take a break?

= 9. Our host gave us a warm welcome: 'Sit down and make yourselves at home.'
.-t

- 10. If you want to give a good impression, you'd better wear your new suit.
¡

= 11. I  need some fresh air.  Shall  we rake a shorr walk?
-
-

- 
L2. For the new job, the company needs someone who can work on their own and

- take responsibility.
t
¡ 13. The referee gave the centre-forwardafinal warning; 'Nexf time it' l l be a red card.'

¡ 14. Rosie, you don'r look well. Let me take your temperarure.

¡
15. Do turn that music down! It's giving me a headache.

I
r 16. Steve is studying hard. In six weeks' time he takes his final exams.

-
I 'l '7. Díana thanked her friends for all the help they had given her during her illness.

| 18. Mrs Greene gave her son a big hug to welcome him home.
I

79. Barry took great offence when I told him that he was going bald.
I

I 20. Goodbye, and have a good trip. Take care of yourselves.

t

29.1 Give and Take
Dictation Sentences

--
lr



29.2 Give and Take
Answer Sheet

Make a note of the expressions you hear containing GIVE and TAKE:
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29.3 Give and Take
Follow-up

complete the following sentences using a word partnership with GIVE or TAKE.
If you need them, the words ar rhe bottom of the page wil help you.

L. I've had a . . at your tests and they look very encouraging.

2. Jim's boss gave hirn a . . : ,Ger here on rime or you,ll be fired.,
3. Tracey said that mountain climbing wasn't dangerous as long as you didn,t

take

I think we'd better take a

Anne's new colleagues gave her such a

felt at home.

\7hich camera are you using now? you've taken

4.

5.
. that she soon

6.

7.

9.

10.

11.

Joe admimed chat he was in the wrong: ,I take

some

what

on cultural differences between the

for

8.

happened.'

Mr Yamamoto gave

USA and Japan.

Don't worry, Katie.

Everybod¡' was very

Thanks for phoning.

of yourself.

usa..

\7e'll give you . . we can.
f  .  r r  Yrflenoly. so I got a vety of the school.

It 's been great to hear from you. Take

12. I wish we didn't have to go out. Norma always gives such

13. If only we could open these windows. Air conditioning gives me . .

74. After taking a. . . .  . . .  aroundthe block,Jennyfel tmuch berrer.

15. Jack, when you meet mother, always compliment her on her cooking, otherwise
she takes

warm welcome

unnecessary risks

great offence

awful headaches

boring parties

final warning

quick break

all the help

quick glance

fascinating talk

beautiful phoros

good impression

brisk walk

full responsibility

good care



30.1 Have and Get
Dictation Sentences

2.

J.

1. Great news! Holly has had a baby girl - Helen Maria, weight 3 kilos.

Forget the expense. This time we'll get a taxi to the airport.

I l ike your new outfit. Tell me, where did you ger rhose rrousers?

4. It's been a long day. I must have a rest before I do anything else.

5. So the computer won't print the document? Let me have a try.

6. The street layout is confusing in York but you'll soon get to know it.

7. Maureen and Scott's marriage didn't last long. They got divorced after three months.

8. Not again! That couple in the next apartment are always having arguments.

9. Did you enjoy yourselves?

> Yes, we all had great fun.

L0. Here's the bar. If you can find somewhere to sir, I ' l l get the drinks.

Thanks for phoning. I'm glad to hear you're OK. I was beginning to get worried.

So you've been having problems with your washing machine again. Don't you

think it's time you bought a new one ?

13. Let's try this restaurant. It got three stars in last year's Michelin Guide.

14. I always feel nervous whenever the boss says: 'Could I have a word with you?'

15. If yor-r want to get fit, why don't you try swimming or cycling?

16.lf I have time after work, I' l l do some shopping.

1'7. John and Helen were on their way to Florida. It was six years since they had last

had a holiday.

18. It was a veny long evening. Nancy didn't get home till midnight.

19. Patrick and Pamela's children were delighted with the presents rhey got for

Christmas.

20. I've been having second thoughts. I think white would be a much better colour

for the bedroom.

l t .

12.



3(J-.2 Have and
Answer Sheet

Get

Make a note of the expressions you hear containing HAVE and GET
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30.3 Have and Get
Follow-up

In each of the following sentences replace the expressions lz italics with similar
ones using HAVE or GET.

1. Thank you for a wonderful evening. We'ue all really enjoyed it.

2. The president's wife has giuen birth to a baby girl.

3. \lhat elegant new furniture! 
'Where 

did you bwy it?

4. Now the children are old enough to talk, they're always arguing.

5. There won't be any buses at this time of night. 'We'd better call a taxi.

6. Kirsty didn't experience any difficulry changing the car battery.

7. My son Phll achieued a distinction in his end-of-year test.

l - i

8. I'm so glad you've arrived safely. I tuas beginning to feel worried.

9. I didn't hear you come in last night. What time did 1,ou arriue home?

10. Chris was surprised to receiue a letter from an old school friend.

11. At first I l iked the idea of going camping for the weekend but nou I'm not so sure.

12. Robert, just the person I want to see. Could I talk to you for a minute?

'1,3. As I became more friendly uith him, I realised he was a sweet, gentle person.

14. I must have my best suit cleaned. It's John and Mary's wedding on Saturday.

15. What's the problem? The key won't turn in the lock? Shall I see if I can do it?

- *i -*l
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31 .1 Preposit ional Phrases
Dictation Sentences

-¡- 1. At first I thought she was unsociable, but then I realised she was just shy.a
*' 

2. There were ar least 20.,000 specrators at last night,s big game.

A 3. Did you do anything interesting last weekend?

¡¡ > No, nothing in particular.

a 4. Mrs Jones is busy just now but she'll be able ro see you in a moment.
a

5. rüle're on the phone now and our number's 369701.a
A 6' Ralph doesn't want to come out with us this evening. He'd rarher be on his own.

A 7. Careless driving puts people's lives in danger.

a
8. I don't believe she broke those glasses accidentally. I think she did it on purpose.a

3 
9.  Rowenaadvisedmetoget acaralarm becausecartheft isontheincreaseroundhere.

A 10. Mary allowed her son to go out to the disco on condition he came home by midnight.

tl 11. Joe and Ben were once bitter enemies but thar's all in the past now.
!

12. You're wearing pink!
3.- , > Ihat 's r ight. I t 's back in fashion.
a
?i 13. Thank you so much for all your help and supporr.
f

> Not at all. It was a pleasure.
J

E 14. Just slow down! NThy are you always in a hurry?

E 15. If the taxi driver hadn't driven at top speed, we would have missed our flight.
3

16. I could see from the way they were smiling that they were deeply in love.
E
t 17. There's a good bus service to the city centre, and the buses usually run on time.

I 18. Rosie lost the rennis match. She wasn'r playing at her best.

I
19. For a relationship to succeed it's essential for the couple to'have a lot in common.

¡

¡ 
20. We've sent the package express air and it should arrive in three days.

a



31 .2 Prepos¡t ional  phrases
Answer Sheet

Comp.lete the following expressions with the correct preposition when you hear
it read:

1.. first ll"

2. least 1,2. back . .

3. nothing . part icular ,  13. Not .  .

4. a moment 14.

5. the phone 15. drive . .

6. his own 16. deeply .

7. danger 77.

8. purpose 18.

9. rhe increase 19. a lot . .

10.  . .  condi t ion 20.

Now group the phrases according to the preposition:

IN

the past

. . . .  fashion

.. . .  a l l .  :  ,

a hurry

. . . . topspeed

.. . . . love

time

her best

. . . .  common

. three days

AT ON

' i
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31 .3 Preposi t ional  Phrases
Follow-up

In each of the following sentences replace the words and phrases in italics with

expressions beginning with AT:

I. In the begi¡ning I thought prepositions were impossible but now I think they're easy'

2. Tickets for the musical 'Cats' cost a minimum of f'20'

3. If we're going to be in time for the shoq you'|l have to drive as fast as you can'

4. Ralph asked Emma for a date but she wasn't in tbe least interested'

5. Although John wasn'r playing as well as he could, he won the match.

Replace the words and phrase s in italics with expressions beginning with ON:

6. Sometimes I just like to sit quietly by myself and read'

7. Violent crime is rising in this area of the city'

8. I,m not sure it was an accident. I think that window was broken deliberately.

9. You'd better get to the station soon. The trains are always punctual.

10. John's parents allowed him to have a party as long as he did all the washing-up'

Replace the words and phrase s in italics with expressions with IN:

11.'When I asked Robert what he'd done on his weekend in New York, he iust replied:

'Nothing sPecial'.

12. The letter is in the post and should arrive the day after tomorrout'

13. If you insist on breaking the speed limit, you put other people's lives at risk'

14. 'Víhat a strange relationship! John and Jackie have none of tbe same interests'

15. Fasten your seat belts. The plane will be taking off uery soon noLu'



32.1 Phrasal Verbs
Dictation Texts

Here are the

List One
1. find something in
2. read quickly
3. revise
4. begin a journey
5. say goodbye
6. stop working
7. relaxl
8. register
9. rise into the air

10. take care of

meanings of 20 phrasal verbs. Can you guess the verbs?

List Two

a reference book 11. recover from
12. be happy!
1.3. think about the future with pleasure
14. disappear gradually
15. see with difficulty
16. improve (weather)

iI liI"""
1.9. find by chance
20. remember

Now listen to your teacher or a partner reading a story. Write down the phrasal
verbs you hear next to their meaning on your answer sheet. You will hear them
in the right order.

Joe and Ann's Long Weekend in Neu York
Part One Ann ¿lnd her bovfriend Joe were planning to spend a long weekend in the USA.

' ! íhy don't  we go ro Manhartan?'suggested Ann. ' l 've never been there. '

'Where's Manhatt i rn?'  asked Joe. Ann looked up Nerv York in the at las and shorved him. After going

through some holiday brochures, Joe was convinced.

'I'll have to brush up my English before we go,' said Ann. On the day of their holida¡ they set off early to

Amsterdam Schiphol airport. Joe's mum saw them off at the station and they were on their way.

' I  hope the train doesn't  break down, '  said Joe.

'Calm down! (Jf course it rvon't,' replied Ann. Anywa¡ they reached the airport with no problems and

checked in early for their flight. It was Joe's first time in an aircraft and he felt very anxious as they took off.

'There's ¡ro need to feel nervous. I 'm here to look after vou. '  said Ann.

Part Ttao 'You'll soon get over your fear of fl,ving. Now cheer upl You're on holiday,' said Ann. After a

while, his nervousness wore off and he began to enjol' the experience.

'I'm looking forward to our weekend now,' said Joe. Five hours later they could make out New York far

below them through the clouds as the plane started to descend.

'Oh no! I t 's raining, '  saici  Joe as they lef t  the airport .

But the weather soon began ¡o clear up. In their hotel, they were wondering what they could do that

evenrng.

'Let's check the guide book and find out.'suggested Ann. The book informed them that the lower east side

of the ci ty was ful l  of  l i t t le I tal ian restaurants and nightclubs.

'Let 's go. I  want to try out the local cooking, '  said Joe.

Soon they came across a delightful Italian restaurant where lots of young people were eating. It was the

beginning of a magical weekend they always look back on with pleasure.

\ .



32.2 Phrasal Verbs
Answer Sheet

Find the phrasal verbs with the following meanings:



32.3 Phrasal  Verbs
Follow-up

following story using appropriate phrasal verbs. Try not to use

bottom of the page!

Barbara will always remember the day when she flew from Amsterdam to spend the

for the airportweekend in London with her friend Ralph. She 1.

early one cold, wet Friday afternoon and arrived in plenty of time to 2.

for her flight. Soon after the plane 3.

Complete

the list at

and feel sick. The flight attendants were very

'Don't worry about a thing. 'We're here to 4.

, she started to get a headache

helpful.

you,' they said.

heard the captain's

the

the

kind and

After a while. her headache 5. . , and when she

announcement, she immediately 6.

''$7e will be arriving at London Heathrow in approximately 15 minutes. The

temperature is 20 degrees, and you'll be glad to hear that the weather has

7.

At

11.

1.2.

Barbara was 8. . . to staying in an English-speaking country. She had

sDent the last month 9. her English but stil l felt nervous about using

it. However, she soon 10. her nerves after she had asked for street

directions in the city centre. She could understand 90 per cent of what was said!

Ralph's hotel in Victoria they made a plan for that evening. Ralph

Time Out magazine to find out what shows were on

'Chinese Restaurants' in Eating Out in London. Her

her that the Soho area was full of little Chinese restaurants.

before going to a show,' suggested Ralph. 'I 'd love to 13.

Chinese cooking.'

In Soho they 1.4. . . a lovely little restaurant where lots

were eating. It was the start of a magical weekend that they always

on with pleasure.

clear up take off get over cheer up go through
check in look back set off brush up look up
wear off try out look after come across look forward

and Barbara

book

of Chinese people

informed

'Let 's eat

some real

15.



2.1
2.3

3.1
J.. )

Answer Key
1.1 1,  3,  5,  10,  8,2,  6,9,7,4 1.2 1,  5,  8,  10,2,6,4,7,3,9

1.3 Exercise 1:  1e,2h,3a,4f ,5b,69,7c,8d,9m, 10i ,  1-1p, 12n,13i ,  141, 15k, 16o

Exercise 2': L a few weeks before / previously 2. in spite of / despite 3. In fact / Actually 4. Soon / It was not long

before 5. Fortunately /  Lucki ly 6. even better /  better st i l l  7. Soon / I t  was not long before 8. Even though / Although

9.asaresul t /consequent ly l0.Afterawhi le/Eventual ly 11.then l2.Final ly/Eventual ly/Afterawhi le/Some

time later 13. At first / To begin u'ith 14. immediately 15. After looking / After he had looked 16. naturally

1,3,9,7,5,2,8,10,6,4 2,2 1,  4,8,  6,2,9,7,3,  10,  5
Exercise l :  1.d, 2h, 3a, 4f,  5b, 6c, 7e, 8g, 9n, 10p, 71,i ,  lzk, 13i,  14o, 15m, 161

Exercise 2: 1. On the whole / Generally speaking 2. for example / for instance 3. Of course / Obviously 4. another

point in i ts favour /  a furt l .rer advantage 5. also 6. although / even though 7. Unfortunately /  Sadly 8. except for /

apart f rom 9. Infact /Actual ly 10. Inaddi t ion l l .Anotherdrawback/Afurtherdisadvantage l2. inspi teof

/ despite 13. Taking evervthing into consideration / Al l  things considered 14. as I see i t  /  personally speaking

15. I  think / I  bel ieve 16. In conclusion / To conclude

1,, 8, 6, 4, 7 , 1,0, 2, 5. 9, 3 3.2 1,6,4,2,9,  10,7,9,3,  5

5.1:

Exercise l l  1d, 2h, 3a, 49, 5[,  6b, 7e, 8c, 9o, 101, 11p, 12i,  13n, 14j,  15m, 16k

Exercise2.. l . I 'd l iketothankyou/Thankyousomuch 2.  I twasreal lvgreat/ l twasjustwondelful  3.  I 'mverysorry

about /  I  should apologise for 4. rather hectic 5. I 'd l ike to tel l  you / Let me tel l  you 6. Last weekend / The other

weekend 7. I was quite fascinated by / I was really interested in 8. In lact / Actually 9. hopefully / all being well

10. even though 11. Great nervs / I 've got some fantastic news 12. Bel ieve i t  or not /  Yotr 're not going to bel ieve this

but 13. surprise, surprise 14. Incidental ly /  By the way 1-5. I 'm considering / I 'm thinking of 16. I t 's been such a long

time / I t 's been rrges

1. Dear Jul ia, I  am writ ing to postpone our appointment on Monday 8th. 7. As you can see from the stamp, I  am st i l l

in Ireland. 5. I arrived on Monday 1st and I was expecting to return to Liverpool on / by Friday 5th. 10. But,

unfortunatel¡ things have not gone / did not go according to plan, and now I won't be returning until Tuesday 9th at

the earl iest. 2. You see, on Tuesday I went for a drive to see the countryside south o{ Dublin. 9. And while I  was

admiring the scener¡ the car suddenly ran off the road. 3. It was obviously an awful shock, but luckily I was not

injured, apart from a few scratches. However, the car was badly damaged. 8. This means I ' l l  be staying / I 'm staying

unti l  the repairs have been completed. 4. Despite the accident, I  have had / I 've been having a great t ime looking round

Dublin and visi t ing the museums and art gal leries. 6. I ' l l  phone you when I 'm back in Liverpool. Best wishes, Jack.
Dear Cath¡ I hope this letter reaches you safely. As ,vou can see from this address, I am still in Paris. I am sorry

but I'll have to / I have to cancel our dinner date for a week on Saturday. We were expecting / had expected to get

back to Manchester on the morning of Friday 9th. Unfortunatel¡ nothing has gone / went according to plan and

now we won't be able to leave unti l  next Friday. On Wednesday we were going to spend the day at the Louvre,

but as / while I  was crossing the road in front of the hotel,  a car ran over my foot. \7hat a dreadful shock!

Except for my foot, I feel fine, but I can only walk with a stick. The doctor has ordered me to rest, so I can't leave

here unti l  I  arn f i t .  In spite of the / this accident, we are enjoying our stav here and al l  the hotel staff  have been very

kind to us. I'll give you a call as soon as we get back to M¿rnchester next Friday.

1. Dear Sall¡ I met Joan Wood in Sheffield last weekend and we had a drink at the Midland Hotel. 5. She says / said

you have left / had left school and at the moment are / were unemployed. 10. After all that / your hard r,r'ork for your

final exams, I expect you want to take a break from r,r'ork and study. 7. But have you made any plans for the future

yet? 2.If you are thinking of working for a year before going to college, perhaps I can help you. 4. If you don't mind,

I could ask my boss i f  she knorvs of any vacancies in the Birrningham area. 3. I  know hou, dif f icult  i t  is for sclrool-

leavers to f ind work nowadays. 6. And I wouldn't  want to be in your posit ion. 9. So I hope you wil l  understand that I

am just trying to be helpful. 8. lírite soon ¿rnd tell me what you have decided to do. Love, Auntie May.

Dear Brian, I  happened to meet Mike James in Newcastle the other week and we had lunch together. He said you

had left your job and accepted a new post in the North London area. I imagine you need / you'll need a complete break

after working / having worked so hard at I for / rvith Braithwaite Engineering. But have you found somewhere to live in

London yet? If  you are thinking of renting temporary accornmodation while you are looking for r house, nra,vbe I can

help you. If it's all right with you , I'll see if my boss knows of any flats to rent locally. It's almost impossible for

newconers to get decent accommodation nowadays. I  wouldn't  l ike to be in your shoes. Please don't  think I am

interfering in your business. I 'm just trying to help an old fr iend. \ lhy not fax me as soon as possible or you can send

me a note by e-mail. All the best, lan.

1. Dear Robin and Sarah, We are on hol iday in Brighton yet again and / but /  though the weather here is much hotter

than it usually is for August. 9. '!7e have been taking care to protect our skin from the sun. 6. 'We got here three days

ago while you were in Holland. 8. l fhen we last saw you, we told you we were thinking of going away. 10. At that

t ime rve didn't  feel l ike another hol iday on the south coast. 4. But f inai ly we decided on renting a / this lovely

apartment, only five minutes on foot from the town centre. 3. It's on the top floor and we have a large balcony with a

sea view. 2. I wish we lived somewhere like this all the time, but we haven't got the money. 5. $7e are coming / we

come home on August 31st, but we would love to see you before then, i f  i t  is possible. 7. Give us a cai l  on Brighton

736344, and we'll arraÍge somewhere to meet. Love, Carol and Mark.

Dear Steve and Linda, 'We are on holiday in Madrid yet again, but the weather is much colder than usual for July. In

facr, we have been thinking / are thinking of buying some thick pul lovers to keep rvarm! Jure \4'as very hor, but iust as

4.1

4.2

6.1:

6.2:



-

8.1
8.3

10.1
10.3

/ when / before we arrived, it started to change. When we last met, we said we were thinking of trying somewhere

different this summer. As a matter of fact, we were thinking that Spain had got a bit  more expensive these days.

But then a rich friend of David's offered us his apartment right in the centre of Madrid at a very low rent. It's on

the fourth floor and we've got a wonderful view of the Prado. If only we had the money to live somewhere like

this permanently! But you would have to be a millionaire to afford the rent! I'll give you a ring the moment we

get home and tell you you all about our holiday.

7,7 1. Dear Mrs Harlock, I am writing to thank you for the enjoyable two weeks I spent in your conversation class last

year. 9.1had already been in England for six weeks when I joined your class, but this was my f irst opportunity to

speak English properly. 5. In my countrf students are not really taught how to speak and / or listen. 8. Instead,

teachers concentrate on grammar and translation, which makes it difficult for students to communicate. 2. I really

appreciated the advice you gave me about /  on f inding temporary work in Bri tain. 7. Now, I 'm looking for a job where

I in which I can use my English, perhaps as a waiter or shop assistant. 3. I hope to find something suitable in / over the

next week or two. 10. Then, if I can afford it, I would like to stay for / until Christmas. 6. Thank you once again for

giving me the confidence to speak English without worrying about my mistakes. 4. I look forward to seeing you when

I am next in Cambridge. Yours sincerel¡ Gunther Scl.raudi.

7.2 Dear Nanc¡ I am writing to thank you for taking care of the children while I was ill. As you know, I was in bed for

three weeks, but now I feel strong enough to have the children back. I am afraid they have not been brought up to be

as quiet and well-behaved as your chi ldren. Instead, they seem to concentrate on making as much noise as possible,

which makes them difficult to look after. I'm very grateful for the advice you gave me about applying for a word-

processing course. Sl i th any luck, I ' l l  be able to f ind a suitable course in I  over I  during the next few weeks. Then, i f  I

have the money, I'd like to do an information technology course. lfhat I'll probably do is work from home until I

complete both courses. Thanks again for giving me the confidence to continue my education without worrying about

my family. I ' l l  phone in a few days to arrange a t ime to come and pick up the chi ldren. Lots of love, Lucy.

1c, 2e, 39,4h, 5a, 6d, 7i ,  8b,  9 j ,  l } f 8.2 7b,29, 3i ,  4e,  5a.,  6 i . ,7h. ,8d, 9f ,  10c
1. dif ferent from 2. afraid of 3. disappointed with 4. good at 5. worried about 6. annoyed with 7. keen on

8.t i redof g.sat isf iedwithl0. interestedin 11.kindof 12.pol i teto 13.typicalof  14.wrongwith 15.surpr isedat

9.1 Lc,2i ,  3f ,  4 i ,  5d,  6g,7a, 8b,9e, 10h 9.2 1c,  2h,  3i ,  4 i ,  5Í ,  6b,7e,8a, 99, 10d
9,3 1. reminds / of 2. prevented / from 3. depends on 4. concentrate on 5. belicves in 6. approve oí 7. wait for 8. belongs

to 9. suffer from 10. recover from 11. consists of 12. succeeded in 13. laugh at 14. smiled at 15. apologise for
le.2h, 39.4c,  5a.6i .  -d.  8b.  e i .  l0f 1.0.2 ld,2c,  3 i ,  4a,  59, 6i ,7b,8e, th,  10f
1. application for 2. alternative to 3. invitation to 4. no point in 5. Congratulations on 6. skill at 7. effect on

8. interest in 9. need for 10. dif f icultv with 11. experience of 12. the trouble with 13. dif ference between

14. the matter with 15. connection with
11.1 1c,2i ,39,4a,5i ,6e,7f ,8d,9b,10h l l .2 1,e,2c,3f ,4 i ,5b,69,7i ,8d,9a,10h
l l .3 1. i ,2d,3h,49,5m, 6o,7a,81,9n, 10c, 1t f ,72i ,  13b, 14k, 15e, 16 control  17 f resh 18 misunderstanding 19 i l lness

20 short 21 opposites 22balanced 23 beginner 24 unfair 2-5 relationship 26 confusion
l2. l  le,2d, 3g,4h, 5a, 6i ,7b,  8 j ,  9f ,  L0c 12.2 1b, 29, 3j ,  4a,  5 i ,  6e,7h,8c,  9f ,  10d
12.3 1. f ,2m,39,4b,5n,6i ,7 j ,81,9c,  10a, 1 '1.d,  I2h,  I3e,  14o,15k;16.tastes17.fr iend18.fashion19.mi ld20.dr ink

21. warm 22. complete 23. lethal 24. advice
13.7 lg,2h, 3f ,  4 i ,  5a,  6e,7d,8i ,  9b,  10c
13.2 Exercisel :1e,21,3i ,4h,5a,6o,7k,8d,9m, 10b, l lg,  12n, 13c, 14j ,  15f  Exercise2:1.Youwon' tget inunlessyou

have a ticket. 2. The match will be off unless the weather clears up. 3. I won't get the job unless I pass my driving test.
4. You'll fail the exam unless your English improves.

14. l  Ic,2j ,  3Í ,  4í ,5d,  69, 7b, 8a,9e, 10h
14.2 Exercise 1: 1e, 2d, 31, 4b, 5i, 6h,7a,8 j, 9n, 10f, 1,'1,o, 12c, 13k, 14g, 15m Exercise 2: If we had more mone¡ if we lived in a bigger

house, if you had a better job, if we could afford to go to Florida on holida¡ if only we had a car like the people next door, if
schools were better, if there were no waiting lists for hospitals, if, if, if! If people didn't dream, we rvouldn't need the word if!

15.1 1e, 29, 3b,4a, 5h, 6c,7i ,  8f ,9 j ,  10d
15.2 Exercise 1:  1c,  2m, 3e,4i ,  5 i ,  6h,71,8k,9a,10b, 11f,  l2o,13n,14d, 159
16.1 l f ,2d,  3a, 4j ,  59,  6c,7i ,  8b,  9e, 10h
16.2 Exercise 1:  1c,2d,3k,4n,5m, 6b,7e,8j ,99,  101, 1, '1, i ,  1,2h, 13o, l4f ,  l5a

5. had 6.  would 7.  would 8.  had 9.  had 10. would 11. would 12.had
17.7 l .  Shall  we go.. 2. This must be.. 3. This can't  be.. 4. This could be.. 5. May I leave.. 6. \7ould you.. 7. You

mustn't  smoke.. 8. I  don't  have to get up. 9. She can play.. 10. \7e wil l  have..

17.2 1. Would you l ike to have.. 2. I t  might be.. 3. '{ /e don't  need to do.. 4. That must be wrong.. 5. Shall  we see..

6. You can leave.. 7, You shouldn't  work.. 8. Could you lend me.. 9. I  had to work.. 10. This bi l l  can't  be r ight.

77.3 l .  She could play.. 2.I  had to work.. 3. Can I help.. 4. You should relax.. 5. You shouldn't  eat..  6. You must say..

7. lcan' tmeet. .8.  Iwi l lg iveupsmoking..9.Theweathermightbe..  10.  Idon' thavetostudy..

17,4 1. Shall  we have.. 2. This can't  be the street..  3. Your glasses could might be.. 4. May I use.. 5. You mustn't  buy..

6. You don't  have to..  7. She can play the guitar very well  but she can't  sing. 8. V/ould you l ike to stay.. 9. Yes, you

can use.. 10. You should eet..  11. Can I helo vou.. 12. I  won't arr ive.. 13. This must be.. 14. You shouldn't  be..

15. You' l l  have..

18.1 1. Do you have to..  2.That can't  be.. 3. You ought to get..  4. You could cycle.. 5. Everybody should eat..  6. You

won't have heard.. 7. I  couldn't  understand.. 8. Ir ish people don't  have to take.. 9. Our family used to go..

10. Tim must have gone home..

18.2 L I should have followed.. 2. Roeer could swim.. 3. You can't have seen me.. 4. ..so she must be very rich. 5. Shall

Exercise 2': lf,2a,3b,4h, 5c, 69, 7e, 8d

Exercise 2:  L.had 2.  had 3.  would 4.  had



18.3

18.4

19.1

19.3

20.7

19.2

we go.. 6. Could I leave.. 7. I  won't eat..  8. . . I  should have sent..  9. Can you make.. 10. Shall  I  help..
l .  Would you l ike to corne.. 2. There didn't  use / never used to be.. 3. You must see.. 4. The car can't  have run out..
5. I  won't forget..  6. I  didn't  have to work.. 7. '$7e ought to go.. 8. I  might have dropped.. 9. Dave can play the
piano, but he can't  read music. 10. She might be lving..

1. I  won't go.. 2. you must be.. 3. She can't  have forgotten.. 4. My doctor says I have to avoid.. 5. I 'm sorry I

couldn't  meet..  6. women should be paid.. 7. Joe used to sr.noke.. 8. We could stop.. 9. John must have received...

10. I t  might be the chi ldren playing upstairs. 11. Relax! l le ' l l  arr ive.. 12. \ fe may have taken.. 13. \ f lhat shal l  rve do?

14. I  shouldn't  have eaten.. 15. You don't  have to write.

1. she always ate lots of . .  2. he wouldn't  have enough. .  3. i f  I  whether I  could help her with he¡ luggage.

4. i f  /  whether we were going an1,where.. 5. not to worry. 6. they had to leave soon. 7. i t  had been a long t ime since

she had had such a good meal. 8. what t ime the party started. f  .  i f  /  rvhether I  knew who the principal of the col lege

was. 10. the weather might get much worse tomorrow / the follorving d:ry / the next day.
1. she could Bet..  2. they hadn't been.. 3. when I had left  the house this /  that morning. 4. he would think about
i t .  5. she should have phoned her. 6. he should cut down / to cur down.. 7. i f  I  understood the rules.. 8. when she

would see him again. 9. they were going on hol iday tomorrow / the fol lowing day. 10. to wait there unti l  she got back.

1. they had been in Edinburgh last week / the week before / the previous week. 2. she couldn't  h¡ve left  without saying
goodlrye. 3. not to phone her at the office again. 4. to move / if I would move my car. 5. he wrs going to finish the

decorating tomorrow / the fol lou' ing day. 6. rvhere she could f ind information about museums in Madrid. 7. she hadn't

eaten anything al l  day. 8. why I couldn't  come / go to hel party. 9. she didn't  knorv her rvay round San Francisco.
10. i f  I  was leaving as soon as the course f inished. 11. thev hadn't watched any TV for ages. 12. how long I would

stay in Balt imore. 13. he could run 100 metres in 1l seconds. 14. to be careful.  15. how f luent my English was.
1. He encouraged me to take the exam again. 2. She admitted that the accident was all her fault. 3. He complimented

Sonia on her elegant suit .  4. She congratulated him on his great exam results. 5. He demanded to speak to the
manager. 6. She suggested having a quiet evening at home. 7. He refused to go on holiday with his mum and
dad. 8. She begged her mother to let her go to Sharon's party. 9. He denied eating the iast chocolate biscuit .  10. She

offered to help him with his bags.
1. She wanted to know the way to the city centre. 2. He reminded her to lock al l  the doors and windows. 3. She

invited me for lunch on Sunday. 4. He insisted on paying for the drinks. 5. She warned them not to cross the

road there. 6. He thanked her for the lovely present. 7. She advised them to be very careful what thev s:r id to her.

8. He apologised for being so late. 9. She promised to be there at 8.00pm. 10. He suggested going for a meal to that

new Chinese restaurant.

1. She complimented Robert on a lovely dinner. 2. He wanted to know who the car belonged to. 3. She reminded him

to set his /  the alarm clock for 6.00am. 4. He warned them not to touch those plates. 5. She suggested stopping for a

coffee break. 6. He offered me a lift home. 7. She invited us to her party on Sunday evening. 8. He promisecl to get

his hair cut this /  that week. 9. She admitted (to) eating the last chocolate biscuit .  10. He apologised for forgett ing

about our appointment. 11. She refused to eat any rnore. 12. He denied using the off ice phone for personal cal ls.
13. He advised her to spend a year abroad before going to university. 14. I  insisted on seeing every picture in rhe

gallery before leaving. 15. She suggested washing the dishes in the morning.

21.1 Refer to the sentences on 21.2. 21.2 Refer to the sentences on 21.1,

2t,3 1. Julia started working / to work for this companv six years ago. 2. Despite not feeling well, Robert went to work.

3. I f  he spoke more slowly /  didn't  speak so quickl¡ I  would be able to understand him. 4. The meal was so awful
(that) we complained to the waiter. 5. I  must hrve m1' dress drv-cleaned before the party. 6. \ fhat about having a

coffeebreak? T.I fwehadn' tarr ivedlate/hadarr ivedear l ier ,wewouldn' thavemissedthebeginningoftheconcert .

8. I 'd never taken such a dif f icult  /  a more dif f icult  exam. 9. '$le put on plenty of sun-block because the sun was very

strong. 10. I 'd prefer you not to smoke in the kitchen. 11. Bedrooms must be vacated by 11.00am. 12. I  wish I 'd

stayed on at col lege to take my f inals. 13. Tony doesn't  plav as ski l ful ly as Margaret. 14. Unless he arr ives soon, we' l l

have to leave without him. 15. This restaurant is said to be the best in town.

22.7 Refer to the sentences on 2).2. 22.2 ReÍer to the sentences on 22.L.

22.3 1.. Is i t  al l  r ight i f  I  use the car tonight? 2. I f  Robert hadn't got here so late, he wouldn't  have missed dinner.

3. I wish I had a little more money. 4. The ro¿rd outside the house is being repaired.

5. Barbara thought the party was very boring. 6. Do you know the distance from Seatde to Vancouver? 7. I should

have phoned you yesterday. 8. Unless you train harder, yolr won't get into the first team squad. 9. She refused to give

an explanation for her absence. 10. I f  you eat less, you get sl immer. I1. \ü/e've l ived / been l iving in this street for six

years. 12. The sofa was too big to get into the l iving room. 13. \7e didn't  stop for a break unti l  we had walked 10km.

14. I 've no objection to people smoking in lestauranrs. 15. Antony cor¡ ld eat more than anyone in the family.

Refer to the sentences on23.2.

20.2

20.3

23.1
23.3

23.2 Refer to the sentences on 23.1.

1. You'd better l isten careful ly to my instruct ions. 2. I t  looks as i f  /  thougl-r the weather is improving. 3. There weren't

as manv spectators at the match as we'd expected. 4.I left  work early so as to avoid gett ing held up in the rush-hour

traff ic. 5. I 've never tasted such disgusting coifee. 6. Apart from NIary, al l  the guests at the party were wearing casual

clothes. 7. However much they argued, Paul and George remained good friends. 8. I want to know how deep the river

is at this point. 9. Triplets! \ühat a surprise! 10. I f  we had a phone, we wouldn't  have to use the public cal l  box.

11. Ellen has got so much money, she doesn't know how to spend it. 12. The repairs ought to have been done by now.

13. Francis suggested speaking to the shop manager. 14. In comparison with I t i r l ¡  trains in Bri tain are verv expensive.

15. The traffic prevented Leslie from getting here.

24.1 1. to go 2. ( in) going 3. to go 4. to go 5. may / might /could go 6. would I 'cI go 7. go 8. go 9. going 10. to go

l l .have/ 'vegone 12.can go 13. go 1,4.  togo 15.togo/going 16.went lT. togo 18.went/havegone/had

____...-__L



r-
gone 19. going 20. are / ' re going

24,2 l .would/ 'dgo 2.go 3.may/nt ight /couldgo 4.went 5.going 6.are/ ' regoing 7. togo 8.goes 9.( in)  going
10. to go l l .  went/have gone 12. to go/ going 13. to go 14. going 15. went/has gone/had gone

25.1 I .go 2. togo 3.go 4.went 5.havegone 6.going T.togoing 8.havegone 9.didn' tgo 10.going 11.didn' tgo

1,2.hadgone 13.going 14. 'dgone 15.went 16.go lT.hasgone 18.go 19.going 20.going
25.2 l .  went l .  going 3. can / could go 4. had / 'd gone 5. went 6. went 7. going 8. have / 've gone 9. going 10. have /

'vegone/been 11.togo 12.togo/going 13.havegone lgo 14. togoing 15.going
26.1 Suggested Answers: 1. . .reading i t .  2. . . to lend her any. 3. . . to break i t .  4. . .going home. 5. to be / arr ive on t ime ( in

future). 6. . .holding your breath? 7. . . to meet us at 8.00. 8. . .dr inking / alcohol. 9. to get married / spl i t  up.
10. . . ta lk ing ahout rr¿r ins.

26.2 Suggested Answers: 1. . .repair ing. 2. . . to have one. 3. . . to go over to my mother's. 4. . . to send (her) a c rd.

5. . .going out. 6. . .being so late. 7.. . to come outwith us. 8. . .helping (me) with them? 9. . . to read us a story.
10. . .( in) understanding her.

26.3 SuggestedAnswers:  l . . .goingtotheconcert .2. . . togettherein/ont ime.3. . .smoking.4. . . tohavelunch?
s rr<,,, ins / tr- ' ing to convince him. 6. . . to work / working in advert ising. 7. . .gett ing a better ¡ob. 8. . .doing this sort

of work. 9. . . to stop drinking and smoking. 10. . . to go out for dinner.
26.4 Suggested Answers: 1. . . to buy them? 2. . .wait ing? 3. . .discussing i t  /  trying to persuade him. 4. . .pushing i t?

5. . .practising them. 6. . .being so late. 7.. . to have long blonde hair.  8. . . to give you the wrong t imetable. 9,. . to lend

us the money? 10. . .spending. 11. . . to send mother a birthday card. 12...start ing the car. 13. . . to be here on t ime.
14. . . lying on the beach. 15. . .going on hol iday.

27.7 7...despite his neighbours'complair.r ts /  even though his neighbours complained. 2. . . i f  I  have t ime / unless I have to
work late. 3. . . i f  I  was enjoying the party /  for another drink. 4. , .on the other hand, is reserved / in contrast, is shy.

5. . .because of the awful weather /  as i t  was raining hard. 6. . . in case i t  rains / so that you don't  get

wet. 7. ..what computer to buy / how to operate the computer. 8. ..in order to do a language course / because she
wants to do a language course. 9. . .such a weight, he couldn't  /  so heavv he couldn't .  10 ..As a result,  she passed

everything / Unfortun¿rtel¡ she faited everything.

27.2 l...although she felt / was feeling unwell / in spite of not feeling well. 2. ..until after midnight / in time for the party.

3. Because of this, he's always t ired / Despite this, he's alwa,vs ful l  of energy. 4. . . too dif f icult  to fol low / so dif f icult
(that) he couldn't  fol low them. 5. . .who you have invited to dinner? / whirt  you are cooking for dinner? 6. . .what I

did with them? / where I [e fl thern? 7 . ..Ol course, they lost the championship / However, they won the championship.

8. ..when you're arrivir.rg / going to arrive / if you're bringing / going to bring a friend. 9. ..but he made mistakes in his
' Spanish / so he spoke fluent Spanish. 10. ..during my favourite TV programme / while I'm watching my favourite TV

programme.

27.3 Suggested Answers: 1. ..As a result, she passed / However, she failed / Unfortunatel¡ she failed. 2. ..despite the heavy

rain / because we wanted some exercise / even though it was raining. 3. ..when I have a free weekend / if I have time
next weekend / unless I have to work late. 4. . . in case i t  gets cold / as i t  might get cold / so that don't  get cold. 5. . .so

he missed al l  the meetings / in order to recover from his operation / because his wife had been seriously i l l .  6. . .unti l
midnight / in time ior clinner / when we had expected. 7. ..too fast for her to follow / such bad reception (that) she
couldn't understand a word / so noisy outside that she couldn't hear a thing. 8. ..who I'm going ro bring / when I'm

going to arrive / what I'm going to wear. 9. ..how many countries I had visited / if I'd had any problems / when I was
planning to go back. 10. . .Despite this, we al l  enjoyed ourselves / Because of this, we had to go indoors to cool down /

Of course, we al l  got sunburnt. 11. . . just in case i t  got booked up / so that they could confirm our booking.
12. ..despite the fact that my grandmother lives there / even though my grandmother lives there. 13. ..Of course, this

means he has had to take on more staff /  Because of this, he has had to take on more staff.  14. . . i f  I 'd been free.

15. . .although we pay good rates / in spite of the r ise in unemployment.

28.3 l .  did some housework. 2. do yor.r good. 3. make fr iends. 4. make a decision. 5. do a Spanish course. 6. making a

noise. 7. make some excuse. 8. make him an offer? 9. do mil i tary service. 10. making mistakes. 11. do nothing.

12. making progress. 13. making money. 14. do some exercise. 15. doing my best.
29.3 1. quick glance 2. f inal rvarning 3. unnecessary r isks 4. quick break 5. warm welcome 6. beauti ful photos 7. ful l

responsibi l i ty 8. fascirrat ing talk 9. al l  the help 10. good in.rpression 11. good care 12. boring part ies 13. awful
headaches 14. brisk w¿rlk 15. great offence

30.3 Suggested Answers: 1. 'We've al l  had a great t ime. 2. has had a baby gir l .  3. \ lhere did you ger i t? 4. they're always
having arguments. 5. ! le 'd better get a taxi.  6. didn't  have any dif f icult ies 7. got a dist inct ion 8. I  was beginning to
get worried. 9. \What t ime did you get in? 10. to get a letter L1. I 'm having second thoughts. 12. Could I have a
word with you? 13. As I got know him 14. John and Mary are gett ing married 1.5. Shall  I  have a try?

31.2 1.at  2.at  3. in 4. in 5.on 6.on 7.  in 8.on 9.on 10.on 11. in 12. in 13.at  14.  in 15.at  L6. in 17.on
18. at  19.  in 20. rn

31.3 l .At f i rst  2.at least  3.at topspeed 4.aral l  5.athisbest 6.onmyown T.ontheincrease S.onpurpose 9.on

time 10. on condit ion (that) 11. in part icular 12. in two days 13. in danger 14. nothing in common 15. ina minute

32.2 l . look up 2. go through 3. brush up 4. set off  5. see someone off 6. break down 7. calm down 8. check in 9. take

off 10. look after someone 11. get over 12. cheer up 13. wear off 14. look forward to 15. make out 16. clear up

17. f ind out 18. try out 19. come across 20. look back on

32.3 l. set off 2. check in 3. took off 4. look after 5. wore off' 6. cheered up 7. cleared up 8. looking forward
t h."chino"n lo.gotover l l .wentthrough 12. lookedup 13.tryout 14.cameacross 15. lookback
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INSTANT GRAMMAR LESSONS Photocopiable
Alan Battersby

Instant Grammar Lessons is a photocopiable resource book for teachers. It
provides supplementany practice for intermediate students who have alreadv
met the main areas of English grammar.

o Instant individual practice or interactive group-work
o 32 ready-ro-use lessons with follow-up homework
o Lesson by lesson notes and answer key
. For all intermediate students
. Ideal practice for the Cambridge FCE

The different approach of Instant Grammar Lessons gives students the
chance to consolidate what they have aheady met. Each lesson is ready to
use and has a follow-up practice to provide homework or for later revis'ion.

o Creates interesting lessons
. The new approach helps motivation
o Encourages students to talk to each other
o Activates Grammar

Instant Grammar Lessons contains the kind of ready-made extra practice
materials which you would have written yourself if you'd had time!

Instant Grammar Lessons makes exam preparation more enioyable .... and
more effective.

In the same series:
Lessons with Laughter 1 89939G 35 7
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